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--1.·....--..·~OMENT OF VICTORY; PRG '0"''''' take over Saigon Presid.otlal Palace in finaI defeatof U.S. ""d 
. its puppets in South Vietnam. llJefeat of U.S. impErialism provides great oPl"'rtunities fow _rid 
.: proletariat. 
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,: massed in Washington, D.C. 
~: demanding jobs. The "Rally 
~c; for Jobs Now" in RFK 

Stadium, sponsoroo by the 
Industrial Union Department 
of the AFL-CIO, revealed the 
growing anger and frustration 
among workers at the econ
omic attacks and the failure of 
the labor bureaucracy to pose 
even a semblance of a strategy 
to roll back the capitalist 
offensive. 

The April 26 demonstration 

-

. 
_I§ff 1:;;W'~ cJl!illin~hesellDtj .imperiaUst victo~ 

militants' actions expressed 
the thoughts of thousands in 
the stands who were fed up 
with hearing rhetoric from 
Democratic Party politicians 
and labo? bureaucrats in place 
of concrete actions to fight 
unemployment. 

The actions of these mili
tants brought to the fore the 
conflict bebWeen the mass of 
rank and file workers, hard hit 
by economic crisis, -and the 
corrupt . labor bureaucracy. 
And the fact that 60,000 

Cambodia, the Stalinists are consoli· 
dating state capitalist rale over the 
heroic workelfs !md peasants_ 

Revolutionary socialists cannot oon· 
. fine themselves to· simply uncriticai.!y 

class struggle. The IUD, headed by Steelworkers 
President LW. Abel, had a two-fold purpose in 
organizing the rally. Abel and his cohorts are fully 
aware of the bittemessof the workers. They also 
know that if something is not' 

by .Jack-Gwegory- 

The heroic struggle orr the Vietnan· 
ese masses against Freilllch, Japanese 
and U.S. imperialism came to a 
victodOl1iG climax on April 30. The fail 
of Saigoilll folloWing on the heels of the 
defeat of the American pappets in \'.... 
Philllom Penh, i8 " giant step forward " ~ 
for the world's toiling masses. 

The victories of Vietnam Illd 

Cambodia have ejected parasitic U.S. 

imperielism from the back of the 

masses. Th<; tFem."'oo~s weakening of 

U.S. hegemoilllY lillliernationaiIy opens 
up great opportimities for the- class 
struggle. The Indochinese people have 
shown in struggle that the A,,,,,erican 
war machine is not invlndlbie. Their 
success is an inspiratimll to the 
exploited and oppressed of all nations. 

But illlO credit is due the Stalinist 
leadershlps of the PRG and the Khmer 
Rouge. Imperialism has been expelled 
despite their efforts to betray Md liinit 
the struggle at every turn. Whlle 
revisionists of all stripes hail the 
establishment of "socialist societies" 
or "workers' statel>". in Vietnam_-,md__ 

great though they are. As th!) true 
allies of the Indochinese masses, we 
must point to the limits of the gains 
won if left at the present basis, and 
combat the illusions that are rife a]b.mltt 
the nature of the Stalinist leaders. The 
proletarian revolution remains OEl! the 
agenda in Vietnam and Camoodlil::. 

Cont'd_ p. 2 
done soon either to alleviate iI""-----------------~---...;;-_ 
the unemployment or to ap" 
pear as if something is being 
done the bitterness may break 
out leading to a massive 
upsurge. Such a movement 
could quickly get out of the 
bureaucrats' control, threaten
ing the bureaucrats' positions 
and the system as a whole. 

came to a sudden end when showed up for an ill-prepared Consequently, Abel and com
hundreds of militant workers rally shows that the ranks are pany organized the rally 1) to 
spilled out of the sta11ds and willing to fight, and thru; it is build support for the Demo

~ onto the playing field as the treachery of the bureau cratic Party and to pressure 
.,i··,········ Hubert Humphrey mounted crats that has been respons· the Democratic Congress to 

the speakers' platform. The ible f01; the relative calm in the .Coilllt'd. p. 6 
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Cont'd. from p. 1 

To explain how it was that Stalinism was able to 
capture the. allegiance of the J+lasses, and. how it 
'vras able to lead a successful anti-im.perialist 
struggle and actually take pOWel', we must examine 
both the nature of the recent military victory and its 
roots in the social and economic conditioas in 
Southeast Asia. 

''tOUT 

The military victory of the PRG forces in the past 
few weeks was a complete rout of the puppet forces, 
Following the fall of the provincial capital of Ban 
Me Thuot in the Central Highlands on March 10, 
the tottering Thieu regime caved in like the house of 
cards that it was. Ban Me Thuot was taken by a 
thousand Montagnard tribesmen who previously 
had been the foundation of the CIA·front 
organizalion FURLO. The defection of the 
Montagnards represented the complete crumbling 
of any vestiges of popular support for Thieu, and 
made it deat· th!lt the puppets could no longer
,:O,itroC' the Cenfral Highlands; - This internal 
erosion:~ rather .. than the U.S. tale of a 
"massive influx of North Vietnamese troops," lay 
behind the decision to evacllate ,the Highlands. 

Defeat turned to rout. Thieu's.army was 
plagued massive defections, had lost whatever 
fighting spirit it had ever had, and was no match for 
the PRG forces. Despite overall numerical 
superiority and complete domination of the skies, 
the puppet Army of the Republic of Vietnam 
(ARVN) offered serioes resistance only once. That 
was at Xuan Loc, outside Saigon, where a bitter 
battle ended with the victory of the PRG and forced 
Thieu's resignation. 

The rapid collapse d~monstrated the. popular 

WHEELING AND DEALING: Le Due Tho's "egotis
t.,,!!." with Kissinger in 1973 were ",rut of iml'malist 
mlUleuvE."!l"'S over fate of lindocbinese m8.§§e8. U.S.~ Soviet 
Union and Chln" ali WIIIIted to limit Southeast Asian 
struggle to preserve imperialist statu. quo. . 

nature of the PRG victory. Like Chiang in China 
and Batista in Cuba before him, Thieu had 
alienated all segments of the population. Even 
sections of the bourgeoisie were for his ouster, as 
the South Vietnamese regime had become almost 
completely parasitic. Thieu's only base was located 
in Washington D.C. and among imperialist 
hangers-on. Why was this so? 

U.S. imperialism in decay is incapable of 
delivering on the demagogic promises of freedom· 
and economic development which it rhetorically 
holds out to the world's masses. Instead of 

~-!JlWl=L,)(,=llrlli='!!l&,!,,'J<ilu-ba~eGonomk-refoi"ms, 
division of the land and 

national unity. Mao's victory in China was held up 
• as a model. The Chinese Stalinists had been able 

(for the most part) to eliminate the famine and 
starvation that had plagued China under Chiang 
and to achieve national unity; something more 
tangible to the Vietnamese masses· than the U.S. 
promises of freedom and democracy. 

GREAT Vl!CTORY 

The expulsion of imperialism is indeed a great 
victory for the Vietnamese people, as it was for the 
Chinese masses before them. The ejection of the 
parasitic gang of plunderers and the expropriation 
of imperialist holdings removes a blood-sucking 
leech from the national economy. 

But this condition is not lasting. Economic 
advancement today requires a highly developed 
international' division of labor; underdeveloped 
countries are particularly dependent upon technol
ogy and equipment produced in the industrial 
nations. The increased exploitation'of -the proletar
iat and the peasantry can produce limited gains, but 

development, there is systematic exploitation, 
looting and plundering of underdeveloped areas, 
The gap between the advanced and the backward 
nations hilS steadily increased, while the living, 
conditions of the workers and peasants has plunged 
downward. Nowhere is this more true than in South 
Asia - witness the mass famine that has struck 
India and Bangladesh in the past year. 

Under these conditions, 
is difficult to maintain 

even . the trappings of 
bourgeois democracy. The 
desperate material condi
tions bring the threat of 
social revolution to the 
fore, requiring ever more 
bru tal regimes to hold the 
dass struggle in check. 
Parasitic imperialism po
larizes these nations ever 
more sharply into an over
whelming mass of impov
erished peasants and work
ers on one pole, and a 
handful of well· to-do im
perialist collaborators on 
the other. Th~cial base 
for the client regime con
tinually shrinks, further 
pushing towards the need 

"for repressive regimes. r
This in turn drives the 

antagonisms towards U.S. STATE CAPITAUST STRATEGISTS: Vietminh lead..." 90 Chl Miloh, Truong Chiloh 

imperialism and its lack and No Nhuyen Giap !!.sed 1954 victory over F"",oh imperialism to cODsolidate state 

eys forward more rapidly, capitalism in North Vietnam. Same hrutal.uppreasioo of proletariat and peasani"Y head. 
 ,

STalinist pi"". for South Vietnam ""d Cambodia.pouring fuel on the class 
struggle. ' 

Consequently, anti-imperialist sentiment is over
whelming in the underdeveloped nations, and' this 
has been particularly true in Vietnam. The 
Vietnamese struggled courageously against J apan
ese imperialism during World War n, only to have 
French domination re-established with the help of 

-British troops. Following the Vietminh's crushing 
victory oyer the French at Dien Bien Phu, the 
Geneva Agreement of 1954 promised free elections 
within six months to re-unify the country. But 
because Ho Chi Minh and the Vietnamese 
Communists would have carried 80 per cent of the 
vote, Eisenhower and -South Vietnam's Diem 
backed out of the elections, spurring two decades of 
further struggle. Land in the Mekong Delta which 
had been divided up and parceled out to small 
peasants by the Vietminh 'was reclaimed and 
handeclhack to thelargel&ndlrurls by Diem~astep 
not even taken by the reactionary Bourbons 
following the defeat of Napoleon. 

The Vietnamese Stalinists drew great strength 
from the imperialist-imposed misery. They stood as' 
the alternative to continued blood-sucking and 

:':D~e/iin1e tIie dependence onind~JIjliAio~!l with J 
~hlglier-orgai1Jc composition of.capiLcti.must _Iltlt~ ."1', 
in renewed subjugation to unequru tradecollditiOlls, 
meaning renewed exploitation bYimperililism. 

Cuba, for example,tried to break out of' this 
stranglehold through the "Ten Million Ton Sugar 
Harvest," which only nlsulted in distortion of ita 
national economy and complete dependence upon 
Soviet imperialism. China's break from U.S. 
imperialism quickly resulted in domination by the 
U.s.s.R. Mao's break from Russia in the late fifties 
immediately brought on the economic chaos. of the 
Great Leap Forward, when Ii convulsive depression 
rocked China until 1963. China has more recently 

realized that it cannot go it alone, and its support of 
reactionary NATO is precipitated by its need for 
American investment to bail out its staggering 
economy. , 

China is trying to balance itself between U.S, and 1 
I' 
1Soviet imperialism, and is actually leaning towards 

support of U.S. imperialist foreign policy. Cuba,in 
its current attempt to open up trade with the U.S. 
and other western nations, is motivated by similar 
forces. These attempts to break from Soviet· 
economic domination demonstrate the imperialist 
nature of Russia's economic relations with the other 
Stalinist states,and graphically show that only 
international proletarian revolution provides a 
lasting way out for the world's masses. 

STALINISM 

When capitalism-is-ialling-to'pieces, where-there' 
is no hope for maintaining its rule on a pluralistic 
basis, Stalinism provides a last, limited hope. The 
Chinese Stalinists, claiming to be "building 
socialism," eliminated the most elementary demo
cratic rights of the working class in exchange for 
lIatiO!laI unity and-i:imited----retorms. Indeed;-Che --~- 
central factor making these reforms possible was r 
the ability to discipline the working class to increase r 
the rate of exploitation and to place production into i 

the hands of a centralized bourgeoisie: ' 
One hundred years ago, the state did not 

intervene forcefully in production. The bourgeoisie 
did not want its constraint, and the system 
flourished without it. Today, as capitalism 
crumbles, the state must increasingly "interfere" to 
maintain capitalist production, even on the 
pluralistic basis of the West. In 8reas where the 
system is near disintegration, complete statificetion 
is the final and only alternative to maintain and 
temporarily stabilize capitalism. 

Stalinism performs this stabilizing task effec
tively. The unstable social conditions in Southeast 
Asia made the maintenance of bourgeois rule 
increasingly difficult. The masses threatened to 
spill beyond bourgeois limits, to the proletsrilm 
revolution. Under such" conditions, Stalinism could 
not contain the class struggle without appearing to 
offer a militant alternative. As opposed to its opsruy 
class-collaborationist practice in the West, the 
Indochinese Stalinists had to pose as revoilltion



ari~, pl"ec\sely to prevent socialist struggle. Upon Stalinists take pQwer. A~en it is not ooeBtablish threatens to spill beyond then:l, the StillmiIIt3 -y 
commg to power, thls image enables them w a new sodal system, but to preserve capitalism be forced to ri!lk worsening relatioll!l with tile U.S. 
centralize, ,rl!tiona1ize and maintain capitlilism . (although now in astatified fonn),· . ~m:derto-oonfi:ne th~ liberation<movementawithin - 
withou~ the h~ad-on collision with the p,:oletariat PEASANTRY BETR.AHD· . bourgeois limits. In devastated.Asia, ihls may 

. 	 .othe;Wl~e required-a collision otherwise requiring 	 occur at any time. But at the Preaexlt jUnctUre, the 
the ,,!'!scrnt heel. 	 The aspirations of the peasantry will not be Stalinist leadel"ship is OOli'lt on p~ Iltabllity

achieved unciel' the PRO regime. The PRG promioosThe heroic Vietmilllese people find themselves in 	 on the current basis. - .
division of the land, and some may well 0ccI1r in thethe .~se of .in~sed exploitation by the ruling 	 The Pabloite· tendencies remaln blind to the 
initial SUlg'eS. But not fo~ long. Ho Chi Minh andStahmsts; limii;ed l-:eforms circumscribed by the 	 dynamics at work_ The Sputacist League, for 

need to once more fall under imperialist sway; no the Vietminh had also promised division of the land . example, has new "deformed workem'now two 
as part.of their program: But two years sIterciral!ce of qualitatively breaking tlrrough the gulf 	 states" On its hands. Most of Indochina has now 
coming to power, in 1956, ,the North Vietnllnleseseparating. the industria! nations from the nations 	 ."gone Communist" by· the SL's standards.. meaning
launched a forced collectivization'prognUn thatthat they exploit. The Vietnamese proletarlat will 	 that they have set up Btate-capitWisheglm!ls which 

. resulted in open warfm-e in the countryside. TrUong be forcibly deprived of elementary democratic 	 the Spartacists adorn with the label workt!'t's' stateS"
Chinh, presently president of North Vietnam'srights in the Stalinists' attempts to keep the 	 After decades of warning us that the Stlillnists will 
National Assembly, headed the collectivizationworkers in chedr and to preserve copitalism. 	 beti:ay the proletariat, they DOW find . that 
effort and was demoted for two years because of itsThis situation is a direct result of the methods 	 non-proletarian forces have set up proletarian states 
bloody repercussions. which the Vietnamese Stalinists employed over the 	 in the absence of the p~oletoriat. These slumvd 

China went through a similar collectivizationpast three decades. The proletariat was not 	 analysts are not shaken in the lea~t by the fact that, 
program in the Fifties. Rejecting the Bolshevikorganized along dass lines in the urban centers; 	 undeK' theil' theory, non-proletarian·foroos lITe able to 
method of gradual collectivization of the land baaedinstead it was betrayed and its revolutionary 	 accomplish th~ proletarian ~vo1-!ltion in ~.I)I)Poch
upon patiently demonstrating the efficiency ofleaders murdered_ The Stalinists based themselves 	 when, accordmg to Lenm !lnd Trots~ the 
large·scale agriculture to the poor peasants, theapon non·proletarian forces, and this was not· for 	 leadership of the proietwriat is required. to 1'00 
Asian Stalinists have emulated the policies of Stalinaccidental reasons. 	 lasting gains.
himself. In place of Lenin's perspective of the Ernest Mandel's "United Secretariat of the 
proletariat leading the peasantry in the socialistMORTAL THREAT 	 Fourth International" has gone further stm,
revolution, Stalinism has used the peasantry to declru:ing the North Vietnamese Communist Party 


The revolutionary organization of the proletariat build a military and state apparatus already largely to be a genuine revolutionary party_ The USec has 

is a mortal threat to Stalinism. If the Vietnamese formed before the final seizure of power to blunt the "educed the theory of the permanent revolution to 


-workel's- had-leli-the -revolutionary. struggle, this proletariat's struggle during th~ anti-imperialist the sole need to spread the revolution to Laos. 

would_have meant mass str;j{es,-worliers' councils, campaign, and afterwards to stsnd over and assault (Inprecor, April 28, 1975) 
occupation and workers' control of plants, and in both the proletariat and the peasantry. The Pabloites shut their eyes to the basic forose 
general organs of dual power. The Stalinists' goal of In Vietnam, the Stalinists based themselves on at work in this epoch. Even in the West, the 
rationalizing the economy' throughc-increased 110n·proletari~ f.orces and placed themselves bourgeois state must intervene more and more to 
discipliningoffhe proletariat would have brought Qlltside the''Workers' movement, leading an maintain capitalist conditions oiproduction. Dying 
on massive resistance from the confident, organized anti·imperialist force which at the same time capitalism must attempt to rationalize an irrational 
workers. Rather than risk this, the Stalinists sought enforced passivity upon the proletariat, disciplining system, which it can only do minimally, and at that 
a safer way to impost? their role. This required the it against struggling in its own name, held it back basically at a national leveL In the progressive . 
betrayal of the Saigon workers, who were indeed a from struggling for socialism, and is now epoch, in the nineteenth century, capitalism neither 
powerful organized force thirty years ago. It consolidating its rule on a capitalist basis. We desired nor received much interference from the 
required Ho's "negotated" acceptance of French extend mnitary support in the struggle against state. Now, it is essential. 
troops in Vietnam in 1946 and the "negotiations" imperialism, but to this force outside the workers' Where capitalism has virtually collapsed, where itwith British imperialism in 1945 while the 	 movement we give no form of political support


whatsoever. 
 is dying of cannibalization" the stste must take 

Trotskyist-led Saigon workers were being crushed Having come to power in Vietnam and Cambodia, charge completely. It must discipline the proiemr
by British troops. It reqpired the abandonment of 
 Stalinism has gained
the urban proletariat after murdering the Trotsky-	 a tactical advantage 
ist militants in Hl46. 	 over the U.S. In 

This concretely meent propping up and stabiliz- Lao s, T h a i I and, 

ing capitalism. The Stalinists placed the need to South Korea and the 

discipline the working class before the struggle Phillipines the same 


.	against imperialism. After beheading .the. proletar' eroding of a social 

ian threat, they then tinned" to 'non-proletaria::1 
 base for th,e lackeys 
elements who c()uld be more easily manipulated into of U.s. imperialism is 

an insurrectionary force that-was not fraught with taking place. Once 

the same d.anger.s. _as were the workers. It was not 
 more, the anti-imper
passivity on the part of the Vietnamese proletariat ialist appeal of Sta
that made the Stalinists turn to building a linism is powerfuL 

peasant-based army. Rather, they enforced passiv- But both the 

ity upon a militant working class. . U.s.S.R. and China 


The struggle of the Vietminh was not marked by --are actively seeking 

proletarian upheavals in-the urban centers. Quite to restrain their 

the opposite. When the Stalinists took over a city, _allies. _~J-"'~'.~-"H"-_ 

tFey cnanged sorrie-pIaces ontfietop l'lur'OasfClil!Y - ripeness of the con

IT"aintained the same apparatus underneath. The juncture, neither of 

workers were told to remain at work as the armies , . E hi . . these states wants to 

neare~, not to nse up.. ve,ryt ng was pomt~ng to rock the boat any 

bluntmg the self-organ~at~on of the pro!etan~t! to' further. Russia. bad' betray",,". 


_ prepare the way fo,"-capitalist rule~~he Sta~~ I cin need of..rechnol. 
that was to Thllow. --- _L. ---~-~-=~-_=--=-.-=-_~C-~-_----~-~ 

We have just seen this dynamic repeated all over ogy. an.d trade :v'th the U.S-.,.wants to reassure tile lat-;- a'ttempt to centiiiliZe-prodUCtfon=to=mcrease~---
. . th t t th Wh d'd 't t' semor Impenahst power that It can be counted on to rationalization, and directly appropriate the produc

agam m e pas wo mon s. yin ne ' - . . h . f 1 1 ~hi ha ak
workers of Phnom Penh, Da Nang, and Saigon preserve the status quo. Chma, ~hic wants to ~se tlOn 0 surp us-va ue_ 1 s, as we ve seen, ,m es 


I d th Kh R d PRG f the U.S. to balance the RUSSian threat on Its '. possible limited reforms for periods of time, while in 

exp 0 d~:h ~'d~ 'tmt~ s~lfe. ~n 11 or~:s borders and to its economy, lik(lwise is adopting a the long run crashing into the international anarchy 

~~~~er~ to Yta~e nmilitaent act:~:? c;heu;~;~ker: 	 policy of restraint. . of capitalist production. But these limited reforms,

combined with the ability to convince the
would undoubtedly have responded in solidarity For e~ample, the bourgeois press is filled with 
with the anti.imperialist struggle. But this would 	 reports of both !\U§Sia and China urging Kim proletariat that it is "building socialism" and

1 	 thereby make it succumb to increased exploitatioll, 
have spelled danger, the danger of proletarian I ·Sung to hold back in Korea; Thailand, wanting to are why the Staliniats can come to power on 

revolution, to the budding state-capitalists. reduce the anti-imperialist pressure on its regime, non-proletarian forces. It is because they are 


Indeed, only after vainly searching for a section has demanded that the U.S. withdraw its troops, maintaining capitalism, breathing slight breath into 

of the South Vietnamese bourgeoisie with whom to but China is opposed. China wants the U.S. to the dying system, on a statified basis. 
strike a deal for a coaliti<m government, and remain-to counter the Soviet fleet in the Indian 
moreover only after Thieu demonstrated that he Ocean. Russia waited one full day before As we have seen, they are powered on by the 
was falling of his own weight, did the Stalinist's tike acknowledging thefall of Saigon, and then (on May system's crumbling and their anti-imperialist 
power (tl;te North Vietnamese had not planned a Day) prominently featured American astronauts appeal. They can strike a revolutionary stance when 
major offensive for this spring, despite the erosion and scarcely mentione<i the U.S. imperialist role in opposing U.s. imperialism_ But in the explosive 
of the puppet state). 	 Southeast Asia. situation in Vietnllnl and Cambodia, as previously 

This is part and parcel of Stalinism's intemation- Just as the Vietnamese Stalinists placed tb€ in China, this appeal cannot be directed to the 

811 role of stabilizing deCaying world capitalism. need to. shackle the' proletariat above the organization of the proletariat. I til threat of 

Only where the"old bourgeoisie is no longer capable anti-imperialist struggle, so the Russians and .proletarian revolution is a threat to the Stalinists as 

of maintaimng order in any form through pluralistic Chinese place the need to stabilize international . well. Therefore they orient to more easily controlled 
means, where its downfall is inuninent, will the capitalism first. If the. pressure from the masses 	 . Cont'd_ p_ 12 

Ant;-Thiel!forces battle troops in 19W5aigon demonstration. The millt!mcy ""d initiative oUlle 
masses, crucial in defeating 1U.s_ imperialism, constitutes Il morilll tlJrmt w the Stalimst 
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~or or~_e_r_s_'~e_¥~o_lu_t_io_n !~____ ~/'~l
__ 	 ~~"__ 
Reports out of Cambodia tell of complete evacua "workers' staLe" does? It isolates and djsperses the Maoism will betray the working $8S, that if they 


tion of Phnom Penh.. The city's two million workers! Can there be any doubt that when the· ever gain hegemony the independent action of the 

residents apparently were marched to the country· proletariat is returned to Phnom Penh, it will be workers in this country will be as frigh.tenirig to 

side by the Khmer Rouge. Even the city's hospitals when the Stalinists believe that conditions are' them as is the organization of the Cambodian prole

were emptied. with patients being wheeled out on sufficiently tame, when' the workers have been tariat. 

their beds. "inspired" into believing that they are building The Revolutionary Socialist League considers 'the 


socialism? And isn't it clear that what will follow expulsion of U.s. imperialism to be Ii victory for the

The Stalinist leadership of the- Khmer Rouge is will be the elimination of all rights of independent heroic masses of Cambodia and Indochina, and a

taking these steps. ostensibly, to carry out an organization, of the right to strike, and the attempt victory that will weaken the U.S. and thereby open
"agricultural revolution," as well as to inspire the to exact the maximum amount of surplus·value great opportunities for proletarian revolution. But
city'awellers with the spirit of the revolution. from the backs of the proletariat? . -we stand unalterably opposed to every "t~"

Whatever their intentions, one thing is clear: that says that somehow the proletarian revo~on
--cities spell danger to the .Cambodian Stalinists. It There can be no proletarian revolution without 

has already been accomplished behind the backs of mav well be that the Khmer Rouge leadership is the proletariat. It is just plain nonsense to assert 
the workers. Such theories, be they Pabloite,

acting to dj'sperse merchants and other lingering that there has been a workers' revolution when the Maoist, or from the Moscow-oriented CP's, only
.remnants of u.S. imperialism. But it is more than proletariat is maJ1ipulated and marched around like 

'sow the illusions that Stalinism can carry out thecoincidence that the Phnom Penh proletariat is so many pawns on a chess board. 
proletarian revolution, that the relation of thebeing removed from its natural center of concentra' And this is not just the problem of the Pabloites. 
workers in production is a matter of secondarytion and organization while state'capitalist rule is What will the Maoist groups in this country say to 
importance or no importance at all, and that thel>~iTlLcQ-'Ls9lj.(!~tqd.___ ~ 	 . all this? In the U.S., they call for the liberation of - r emancipation of the proletariat is not, as Marx said,the proletariat, and conceive (at least in their

This .is-the real danger of the city to Stalinlsm~ 	 "the task of the proletariat itself."propaganda) of a revolution based on workers' 
Just as the Vietnamese Stalinists placed the need to 	 The struggle in Indochina is far from over. Thecouncils (soviets). Will they call for workers' 
quell the threat of proletarian revolution ahead of 	 task facing the proletariat now is to lead thecouncils in Ca~()dia and Vietnam? Will the~
the anti.imperialist struggle (see "ForProletarian 	 peasantry in the socialist l'llvolution, to overthrowdemand that the81~mentary rights of the working
Revolution" in this issue), so the Cambodian 	 the new capitalist rulers and esCabli§h-rule in itsclass be safeguarded?
Stalinists must make sure that the proletariat is own name. Every class-conscious worker must not 

kept under control. "Tot likely. They have never demanded the same only stand in solidarity with the victory over U.S. 


Cambodia fully exposes the ridiculous Pabloite of their Chinese mentors. And this should tell imperialism, but as well stand with the Indochinese 

theories that call the Stalinist regimes "deformed workers in this country what they can expect from workers in their continuing battle. Ahead to the 

workers' states~" What is the first thing that this the Maoists. They can bank on the fact that proletarian revolution!. 

'i 
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The U.S. bourgeoisie is waving a double-edged 
sword with the Vietnamese "refugees." One edge'is 
the phony "humanitarian" solicitude being be
stowed upon this group that is-for the most part 
made up of collaboraLors and hangers·on of U.S. 
imperialism's bloody oppression of the Vietnamese 
masses. The second edge is the potential to whip up 
racism and national chauvinism among American 
workers; the bourgeoisie hopes to use workers' 
hostility to the Thieu gang to instill hatred and fear 
of all foreigners. 

The "humanitarianism"-is less than touchin 
After decade~~turatio!l bomhin&-!lapa~~_ ~iI~'~~ I~ot In;ports" and "Stop Export~ng Jobs, 
murdering and looting; after destroying the land, .po~ere-rnn:rerous-atthe Aprri-26 IU:B-
butchering the people. and attempting to eliminate demo~stratlOn m Washmgton. . 
the culture; after all this, U.S. imperialism pretends So m-thls context, whIle foreIgn wO;kers aw bemg 
to have second thoughts about the welfare of the shIpped o~t o~ the U.S. an.d whll~ a massive 
Vietnamese. Of course. the sudden concern of Ford ca~palgn I~ bemg waged to Pit Amencan workers == _	and thelillurgeoisie has..nothing..to_ruucith humane. agams~ theIr class bro~hers elsewhere, Ford calls!~ 
itarianism. -O.8.lInperialism has launched this c-a:dmrtttJ~~nct- fumli~~utIF vletname~e 

It is particularly nauseating that this farce is 
being acted out while the U.S. bourgeoisie and its 
lieutenants in the labor bureaucracy are fomenting a 
virulent national chauvinist campaign against 
immigrant workers in the U.S. as well as workers 
abroad. Foreign workers in the U.S. are being 
threatened with wholesale deportation, as the 
bourgeoisie and the bureaucrats try to blame them 
for the unemployment whose real roots are the 
anarchic capitalist system itself. Meanwhile, propa
ganda for protectionism mounts from industry and 
the labor hacks; bureaucracy'pu!,_hecJ signs such as 

monstrous public relations stunt to convince its 
agents throughout the world that, even if they meet 
the same fate as Thieu, there will be a nice safe 
home for them on the North American continent. 

Lon '101 has emerged as a millionaire residing in 
Honolulu. The New York Times reports that Thieu 
is a billionaire. The "refugee" issue is being used to 
demonstrate to puppets across the globe that they 
can continue to share in the imperialist booty, and if 
the U.S. cannot protect their tottering rule, they 
can still enjoy the fruits of plunder in pleasant 
~surroundings. . 
. 

For the fleeing South Vietnamese bourgeoisie, for 
tJ:e collaborators of the CIA and the "military,- for 
the';inerrlliets of Thieu's apparatus, and for the 
prostitutes, night club owners, and other "enter
tainers" of the imperialist presence, we have no 
sympathy. They must not be given sanctuary to 
wash their bloody hands. No "humanitarian" aid 
for thiscrew; the war criminals among them should 
be shipped back to. Vietnam to taste their just 
re'Yards. 

bourgeOIsie a;rd other ImpenaiJst lackeys. And thiS 
IS t~e. sw~rd s second edge .. 

"'_hIle ford pl.eads for aid and ~sylum, other 
sec~ors of the ruling ~Iass (andespecIally the bour
gems press) a:-e pla~m~ up~n the theme that the 
V18tnamese WIll be. takI~g Jobs from Americans. 
Abso:utely ~o ca~Itulatien ca~ !:>e made to this 
:eactlOn~ry Ime. VI e.call for a sildmg scale of hours 
mternatlOna.Ily, .cuttmg the work week at no loss i.n 
pay. to p.rovlde JOYs for all wo.r~ers, whatever theIr 
~atIOnal~ty.·We call for orgaruzmg the .unorganized 

" m:ernatlOnally, WIth parIty p~y a~ umon rates. In 
thiS context, we are for a free ImmIgration' policy to 
allow workers access to available jobs wherever 
they may be. 

American workers must repel both thrusts of the 
U.S'. ruling class. No phony "humanitarian" aid for 
imperialism's clients, and a return of the thousands 
of warcriminals among them! But as well, not a 
single conceSsion to racism and national chauvin· 
ism. Fight the deportations! Against protectionism! 
Open the borders with jobs for all workers of the 
world! 

League FOl'um-...... 

-Detroit 
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In !:n imports...'1t step fruward fm' the nip them in the' Party's policies in the UAW, andmust 

workL}g class, UAW Lcca! 6 has "bud. . cover his left flank by supporting tne· 
organized a workers' defense guard to Such. a mobil.. defense guard, while trying to.keep it 
protect the house of a black family ization fequires. within the most limited confineS~' 
moving into an all"white neighborhood building work- politically undele the thumb of the 
in Broadview, l:llinois. C.B. Dennis, a e r s ' dele"s e Local 6 leadership.) The ai:tiol18 of the 
black auto worker who owns the home gUlllrds. The Local 6 bureaucl.'ats prove wJ:o~t the 
is employed. at the Melrose Park working class RSL has always said about the charge 
International Harv8stei Plant and is a cannot rely on of being "splitters" of the working
member of Local 6. the police. The class-the relll spUtters are· the 

Even before Dennis had moved in, cops are the bureaucrats, who m1.l.tlt head off any 
the house's wbdows' "vere smashed serious struggle within the working 
and three fires were set. The 2,ttacks armed thugs of class in order. to preBerve capitalist 
on ~he Dennis home are part of a wave the bourgeoisie stability. 
of such attacks in the Chicago area. - they have no The Spartacist League is now 
Others have occurred on Chicago's interest in de· attempting to put itself forwllli~.,!l the 
Southwest Side, and IIPpear to be the fen din g the leading force in the Local 6 cafufjrugn. 
work of the National White People's working class. The truth lies elsewhere. The SL 
Socialist Party (Nazis/. UAW Lor,,1 6memb.... stand guard at home of tilcir un;"" brother. Despite an oc- appmached the Local 6 situation 

Local 6 set up the defense guard at casiona! action with its usual det';Tee of cowardice andCity-wide w....k....• def ....e guam. must be oTgIWized 00 repel growing 
tight·wing "tta.b.

its April 13 'membership meeting. The for, public rela" cynicism. The SL wanted to wage Il. 

key part of the resolution was on race batroo.... A. the e""nomy tions purposes, the police will form an vigorous campaign~on paper. 'They 
introduced by the Revolutionary deteriorates, tbe capitalists gh~()W mOFe alliance with right·wing forces. In were all for raising motions at union 

....Autoworkers' Committee (RAC),'C" diespe .. "te the;,' QUempt. to beat Chicago, the police have actively aided meetings and writing articles in theil" 
down the v'lOn~lldng dSl.oi1...• Banking onwhich· genel'aIlY'supports . q!~t pol.iJ!cs 	 right-wing groups such as the Legion press. But they had no taste for 
the: pervasive Iraeism off Amel'nealUof the.RSL, and stated that "Local 6 	 of Justice in attacks on radical building a real defense guard.
society the !'luis ".e used m set wbite

offers support to the families .under 	 organizations. This was seen in the role of the SL in 
wort,e.s agrni".t bla..". In this way, the

attack in the form of volunteer defense 	 In the current situation, the cops a United Front' comrr>ittee around the.ali'it8Jists hope to t.rr®m.M....h 
say they will take care of things, that attacks against black families on theguards o~ union members to protect w"rke... and breal< their figltti8ppirit.

their ·-haInes. n- That night, union And thejdmpe to wislead whites into workers' defense guards are-llnneces· Southwest Side.The-SL advocated a 
members stm·ted showing up in shifts "tta.Wng 1>1"....; r .. ther ihM the sary and provocative. But the local propagandistic approach, and cau· 
to defend the Dennis home. .."pitalist system wlnich inas p.."duced police chief also admitted in advance tioned against doing anything "ad

The leaflet distrihuced by the RAC the 80CHtill erisis. The vidou§ attacks on that the police would not be able to venturist 01' silly" (i.e., building a 
pointed to the poJitica; context of the blacks tllciay wi!ll iIIe followed by 01''''' give adequate protection to the Dennis defen3e guard). When the RSL's 
struggle in Local 6 and the urgent home. In the upcoming stmggies proposal to offer the families aid in a§taike-breaking' and unlo:iJ-bustling to" 

morrow.need for an organized lesponse of the against the capitalist attsck on the physical defense of the homes passed, 
working class: working class, workers' defense the SL walked out of the meeting.RAC pointed out that the fascist 

TlIese attack& ","Ii part of " growilllg 	 forces today are still relatively werne guards will play ·a key role in Their parting words to the committee, 
and that a courageolls mobilization of offensive by the "1..1(1",, Kllm, the defending the labor movement not and therefore to the blsck families, 

Nazis, andl other sa;dal se1Jl~ ~ho thrive the proletariat, black and white, could only against the Nazis, but against the were "let it sink." 
police themselves.. Of a piece ~': this is the motion 

The biggest obstacle in the fight introduced by . he Labor Struggle. 
,;gainst fascist .attacks is the labor Caucus in Local 6 (a caucus which the 
bureaucracy. As the RAC" leaflet SL thinks iS~' model for the labor 
pointed out, because they are commif!' movement). T e LSC resolution kept 
ted to defending capitalism, its options 01' n: "Be it resolved that 

The.e cowards betray the ","odie.s 	 our· local immediately contsct other 
'L·. \_k 	 rather til"" lead .. ..,d"". figlu< to lahol" organizations. hlack groups and 

deiend the un;@o. and oppressed sympathetic community groups to 
minorities. Even tbe "'<Dot imffillediate prepare to mobilize a mass lsbol"-blsckHacks Contra/Illinois Jobless Rally 
measW"es for defense cmn""t be left in 
the hands of the bureaucracy. Loca!. defense to protect the family and 
mllst both pas. r" ... lutions with rea! house of Brother Dennis." 

Dear Ccmrade Editor: Walker's program of speed"1.1p and teeth in them. and elect "!mk ""d file The key phrase is " ... to prepare to 
On Wednesday, April 9, rank-and- layoffs of the AFSCME workers who committees ..rith the authority to carry mobilize ...." In the face. of the 

t file members of UAW Region 4, USW handle Unemployment Compensation out th" nece••ary me........".. immediate threat of the Nazis, this , District 31, and the-. ststewide benefits. . While the motion for a rank and file constitutes an outright betrayal.I. AFSCME local met in Springfield, How did this happen? Robert committee to coordinate the defense What it says in essence is that in the 
'f,' ----IlTIn:ors-to-demand -T<lbs- ahd-better- -J·olmston.-UkW- Regiona\---Director;- . ~guardfailed;R1\C's-position-has-heen --·futu~e, -when -the wol"king -class. ls 
i unemployment benefits. Almost has to put· on a show before the borne out by events. The leadership of prepared, it should form defense 
.. 400,000 Illinois workers are laid off 130,000 UAW members in Illinois. Local 6, which could not actively guards. The Labor Struggle Caucus
I. today. Barely 2;000 people showed up Just like Woodcock, Johnston pos- oppose the defense guard motion, has knows defense guards are needed now, 
t for the Springfield demonstration. The tUfes militantly-but keeps the demo attempted to sabotage it. Bob Stack, but will wait to actually propose themr UAW leadership and two women's onstration small and under his thumb. chairman of the shop committee, until the working class is "ready." 
: groupS (ERA Central and-~the'-COaIf- Just liknll[(j(j(l:cock, Joimston repre---- aeprecatmg1:y"'1'abel.ed· -the---defense \-6nlyt~B-motions,whieh-put-int&-

t tion of Labor Union Women) made sents the point of view ofthe bosses in guard a "vigilante squad." He pro- practice the responsibility of revolu" ' sure that the announced "UAW the workers' movement. That's why posed "glltting the police to do their tionary leadership to "say what is" toJ'. Jobless Rally'" took on a right·wing he can tell us to vote for the" good" job." This proposal is nothing but a the proletariat, insured that the local 
i thrust. Democrats and the "good" Republi" trap to disarm Local 6, and leave would form the .defense guard immed
.. The critical question of jobs and cans next year. Dennis to the whims qf the bourgeois iateiy, even before a "mass" defense 

unemployment quickly was suh- Concentrated in the key. industrial cops. .. could be organized. 
merged and subordinated to a reac- sectors, we do have a -lot of power. But Leaders ofLocale nave.ruso tried to Locaj. 6 has tIlk.en.an impo;tant.step 
tionary circus of bureaucrats and we will not be ahle to exercise that discredit the volunteer defense guard in defending its membership and 
Democratic Party hacks calling for power fully until we overthrow and by sayi,,;gitis a group of radicals with pointing the road forward for the . 
passage of the so-called Equal Rights replace these labor fakers. Part oHhe no official standing in the local. ·These working class. This example must be' 
Amendment. As The Torch has . fight to build a revolutionary party is hacks conveniently ignore the fact generalized. The RSL is working' t~ 
pointed out, these clowns have become the fight to destroy the authority of all that the entire local voted for the build a city-wide conference on defenJ'>s 
a serious threat to working worilen- those union hacks who defend t'he defense guard. They are also circulat- of Labor and the Oppressed to meet 
unionized and non-unionized alike. dictatorship of .the bankers and ing the charge that the radicals and the growing fascist threst. Working

J Despite earlier public assurances businessmen. 	 revolutionaries in Local 6 are trying to _ class militants must join with U8 in 

I 

that DO politicians would be allowed to Building a revolutionary leadership use brother Dennis. this 'effort by putting fol:'WEll"d resolu

speak, Governor Dan ("Welfare h"l the unions isa long, hard task. The But their concern for Dennis is tions for such a conference i.n all union 

Cuts") Walker was all.owedto do hisRSL and its newspapsr, The Torch, shown by the fact that of the entire in the Chicago area. 

dirty work at the rally, too. The have begun that struggle. executive board and shop committee Today's right-wing attacks against 
leadership of the rally let Walker only the president, Norna. Roth, has blsck workers represent tomO!:'i'ow'@ 
"sympathize" with the unemployed, For Socialist Revolution, voluntaered for guard duty. (Roth ~tts.,*S'again8t the entirol woi:ld.~ 
but allowed nopuhJic criticism of .- Lea O'Slmughnessy generally suppon,;s the· Communist :ColGt'd. p. 8I

I 
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'~l 
only an international pToletarian solution can as it was useless: The w?rkers ripIJed,.~e gate off its ! 
resolve the crisis in the interests of the hinges. They did get mto the st;awwn, ..bu~ ti.tey __j
overwhelming mass of humanity. In short, theIIthardly got-into the ~ally. The llmolltOps, runrung 
entire package presented by the fat ,cats had not a for cover, cancelled It then and there.pril26 hint of fighting the capitalists or making them pay Although th~ bureaucrats planned a rally for 
for the crisis. It did have a strong hint of lining up their own reactl~~ary purposes, ~he .workers ~ by 

Cmnt'd. fro~ p. 1 
do something about unemployment and other 
aspects of the crisis, and 2) to make it look as if the 
union leadership is preparing to lead a real fight for 
the needs of the working class. 

The hacks' cynical motives show through fron, 
top to bottom. From the start the IUD tops did 
their ·best to sabotage the demonstrlltion they had 
called. The IUD came out for the rally onlyafter 
two other groups, the National Coalition to Fight 
Inflation and Unemployment, a COiUnist 
Party-led group, and a coalition of New y. -New 
Jersey unions led by Victor Gotbaum of istrict 
Council 37 ofAFSCME had begun to build for a 
demonstration. 

In addition, the IUD announced. their intention to 
hold a rally in March purposely giving as little time 
as possible to build mass support. On top of this, 
they did virtually nothing to mobilize the ranks; the 
vast bulk of locals in the IUD failed to arrange 
transportation or to put out publicity. Finally, the 
IUD planned only a rally at RFK stadium; even a 
march in Washington was too militant for these 

__..Jleroes._ -~ ." .__c _ ." 
The tactic of the liberal wing of the sponsors of 

the demonstration was similar. Gotbaum's group 
called for a march from the Capitol to join the rally 
at the stadium. But they planned this.march to look 

---- more like a Sunday stroll than a militant labor 
demonstration. The -march was completely unorgan
ized, except for a few New York contingents.. 

DEATH liN THE FAMILY? 

A bel, the supposed organizer of the rally, decid~d 
not to attend excusing him~1f because of a death m. 
the family. While millions of workers are without 
jobs and millions more are only one step higher on 
the ladder, this "leader of labor" ducked out of 
addressing the workerS' in Washington because of a 
death in the family. 

The keynote speech of the rally was given by 
Walter Burke, Secretary-Treasurer of the Steel
workers and Abel's understudy. In his talk, Burke 
proposed various measures:.public works, increased 
federal spending on construction, tax cuts and 
expanding the money supply to get the economy 
moving again and to cut unemployment. These 
measures, especially in the pitiful amounts the 
bureaucracy requests. will do very little to cut down 
unemployment. Since the measures will be financed 
by increasing the already huge budget deficit, .while 
no effort will be made to liquidate the mountams of 
fictitious capital encumbering the system, the result 
will be a fantastic escalation of inflation. 

WPA. 

Burke's conception on public works underlines 
his bourgeois approach.. He hailed .the Works 
Progress Administration of the 1930's and held it 
up as a model for today. He has a short memory. 
The WPA and related programs barely made a dent· 
In unemployment, It was Qlay=ttIe preparations for 
World War II that significantly cut down on 
joblessness. The WPA paid starvation wages to 
keep workers busy, primarily on variows make-work 
projects. Because of the low wages and bad 
conditions, massive strikes racked the WPA. 

Burke followed the WPA tradition by calling only 
for about one-eighth thejobs that are needed and by 
omitting the call foi'guaranteed unionization on all 
public service jobs. Despite the fact that many 
workers carried signs calling for a shorter 
work·week with no loss in pay (the hacks have 
certainly heard of this idea), the bureaucrats refused 
to raise this demand. They refused to call for 
financing their spending projects through taxing 
the capitalists and they proposed no serious 
measures against the oil companies and other 
monopolies. 

On top of this, the program w.as laced' with 
'protectionism, designed to sell the ~;nerican w?r~er 
a phony national solution to the cnSlS and to ~lvlde 
them from their international brothers and SIsters. 
They peddle this nationalist poison ata time when 

with "our" American capitalists against all sorts of 
"f .' t'--- t .. ormgn nr"a S..

Burke's proposed "strategy" was of a pjece with 
his demands. The bureaucracy proposed one and 
only one way to fight £01: thl)ir miserable 
program-vote for the Democratic Party. Walter 

. Burke rallies the workers to limit their'strength to 
voting. No calls for strike action from this labor 
leader. No call for a labor party or genera~ strike. 
Just the old of supporting the Democratic Party 
of the U.S. class. 

The rank and file workers who came to 
The demonstration in Washington cannot help 

but have an impact on the political stru e shaping 
up within the bureaucracy, and this 've the 
ranks more maneuvering room. 

MEANY 

The rally and march were held in opposition to 
the Meany wing of the labor bureaucracy.·.Meany 
has opposed all mass demonstrations in Washing
ton and refused to speak a1J;his one. He represents 
the extreme right·wing of the bureaucracy and 
combines unbending resistence to the ranks wi.th 
racism, anti-communism and war-mongering. 

Abel has been closely identified with Meany's 
policies. He has pioneered class col!aborationism 
through his no-strike Experimental Negotiating 
Agreement. He has-sl1pported-Meany's line on the 
war in Vietnam and for a phony "neutrality" during 
the 1972 Presidential elections. Abel's agreement to 
give his name to the Washington rally indicates a 
possible rift with his pal. 

At the other end of the not very broad spectrum 
is a loose stratum of "left," i.e., liberal, bureaucrats. 
whose stance is more adapted to coopting 
left-moving workers. Much of the base of this group 
consists of unskilled production workers, many of 
whom are black, from whom they are suoject to 
considerable pressure. 

Leonard Woodcock of the U A W is one of these 
"lefts." While having no real programmatic 
differences with Meany and Abel at thistim:e, ne 
comes across with more militant verbiage and 
liberal-sounding policies, and was shown capable, itt 
least in February, of holding a demonstration in 
Washington and keeping it under his thumb: 

COME BACK, JOHN L. LEWIS 

Within the IUD there are labor tops like Jerry 
Wurf of AFSCME, Paul Jennings of the 
International Union of Electrical Workers and Sol 
Stein of the Textile Workers who have been calling 
for a more militant image for theAFL·CIO. While 
they have not lead an open fight against Meany and 

Militant work"", angrily confront hacks--on- speal<eni 
platform to demand a .....I. fight for jobs instead of empty 
rhetoric. G.ood squad links bands in front of platform to 
protect bureaucrats from workers. 
Washington had a. different idea than the 
bureaucrats about why they were there. They did 
not come h11 ndreds of miles..to..stwll down--E;,<;atlis<{;t-~wwtth(j!e-and-no-figure-ar'oo'llu:nncdd~wwhh:00'1]111'1the5lrlJ=emlIGl:at~==1 
Capitol St. or to listen to blathering politicians. 
They came to fight for jobs. This was the sentiment 
that was expressed by the actions of the young 
militants who bolted the stands and turned the rally 
into a demonstration on the playing field. 

It began during Burke's speech when one worker 
went onto the field and marched across it carrying a 
placard demanding jobs. He received a massive 
ovation from the workers in the stands. When the 
police hustled him off the field, other workers took 
his place. As more police rushed o,ut to control 'the 
demonstrators they were met by a rising chorus of 
boos and raspberries from the stands. 

By this ·time. Hubert Humphrej"Was rising to 
take his turn at the microphone. ;¥s the New York 
Times put it: "Then when Senatci Humphrey rose 
to speak, it was as if a signal If£d been given and 
several hundred persons ran onto the field. . .... 
These workers shouted Humphrey down. Hum· 
phrey quickly retired while a variety of hacks and 
politicians tried to restore "order." They tried to 

.dose the gates to the stadium while workers were 
still entering it, an action as stupid and reactionary 

can rally and attempt to tie their ranks. 
The present stasis in the labor bureaucracy 

cannot continue for much longer. Sooner Qr later the 
discontent in the ranks will force a section of the 
bureaucrats to move left in order to control and 
coopt the increasingly radical workers. The demon
stration in' Washington may signal the very 
beginning of this process. For now, Meany's hand is 
strengthened. He warned the other bureaucrats of 
the dangers of holding a rally and march in 
Washington. The laugh is his. 

At the same time, the rally was a signal to the 
liberal bureaucrats that to maintain their positions_ 
and to save capitalism they need a more radical 
stance. Instead of moving right, which would 
undermine their position vis a vis Meany, they will 
begin to edge further to the left, seeking to build 
more explicit ties with the liberal Democrats and to 
construct. a left liberal political movement within 
the Democratic Party. This is one route by which an 
American Popular Front movement may develop. 

If the liberal hacks do indeed move left, they will 
Cont'd. p. 8 

the younger mIlitants tu.rned It ~to a senous 
protest against the economic devastatIOn. Although ~ 

. ed (th f" t k
their consciousne~~ was nux .. e Irs wor" e~ on 
the field carried a Stop ~xportmg Our Job~ Sign, 
indicating that even ~i~tane workers are mfected 
with national. c~auvmlsilll, the. ~orkers . 
demonstrated theIr demand for militant actlO?- . 
gave Humphrey the treatment he and his 11k 
deserve. A victory for the workers, the ,rally was .a 
defeat for the bureaucrats who ~emonsLrated their 

inability to keep thelr members under 

---AlJel,they-diddema~amh on-washlngtOJr.--fn--_·-·
addition, there are types like Edward Sadlowski, an 
opposition bureaucrat who has challenged Abel in 
the Steelworkers. Despite the strength of this labor 
"left," there has been no coherent anti-Meany 
regroupment within the labor bureaucracy as a 

http:miles..to


Paul Crur~{j)I1 

As the economic and political crisis 
of international capitalism deepens, 
the bourgeoisie intensifies its efforts 
to ward off the threat of proletarian 
mvolutioCl, S,nce taking the working 
class head-on is very dangerous for the 
bourgeoisie, it usually relies on more 
subtle indirect approaches, relying on 
direct assault as ~ a last resort, In a 
phrase, the classic approach the 
bourgeoisie is summed up in the adage 
of British impmialism: Divide and 
Rule. 

'1'0 make this effedive, concessions 
Dr illusions of concessions a.re offered 
to certain sectors of the working class, 
In this way, these sectors end up 
Elaking an alliance with the capitalist 
class at"the, direct.- m,pense~-,.oJ other 
\usually~more oppressed) workers and 

';K",;,',
I~ 

become angJrierJ more m~litant and 
more suspicious of their present trade 
union misleaders, more 1eft'sotinding 
leaders are required. Despite, their 
noises and the fact that they are often 
forced to lead militant struggles, 
the"e leaders are morG, not less 
effective, in corralling the ranks and 
preventing them from proceeding to 
the real task at hand, the overthrow of 
capi talism. 

It is in this context that the 
developing fight within the bureau· 
cracy of the USWA must be seen. 

The Steelworkers has always been 
union where the democratic ,'ights of 
workers are virtually non·existent. 
Since steel is crucial to capitalist 
economy tfiis was important to the 
bourgeoisie and the government. And 

- the h'ade union bureaucrats. John 
Lewis, who supported the campaign to 

the ballot bOl(es; Sadlowski went to 
COlllrt and !<;vett agx'€ed to,' the new 
election. 
,In his campaign Sadlowski never 

took Abel head·on. He never made an 
issue out of Abel's despicable betrayal 
of steelworkers- in "articular the 
ENA. There was not even a hint of 
class struggle in the plant·gate 
campaign literature~ The campaign 
only focused on Evett's dis~,esty 
and on umon democracy; Sad~l>ki's 
own program to fight the steel 
companies was purposely kept vague. 

NO CRITICAL SUPPORT 

, Raising, no real issues, Sadlows~s 
campaign'was nothing but a bureau:---
eratic maneuver. As result, there-, 
was no basis for utilizing the Leninist 
tactic of critical support, i.e., placing 

Steelworkern protest Abel'. ilIlo-strike ~ent (ENA) at USWA CODvelitim, I".t 
Octob"". Sadlowski off .... DO prognm> to fight the ENA which keep. steel_rk.... in 
the stranglehold of the capitalist offensive. 

of the interests of the international 
working class as a whole. 

EFFECTIVE iN U.S. 

This technique has been especially 
effective in the United States where 
the working class, its power 
amI militant history, among the 
least politically conscious of any 
proletariat in the ~ world. The U.S. 
working class, in ...articular the 
majority of the white- workers, have 
been easily bribed into betraying their 
more oppressed brothers"and sisters, 
both within the U.S. and abroad. 

'C'he reformist trade union bureau· 
cracy based on and tied to the labor 

organize the steelworkers, Phil Mur
ray, Lewis's toady·tuID",d·en;'iIi!y and 

-the first USV'! A President anQ'IDavid 
McDonald, proponent of "tuxedo 
unionism," for their own reasons 
complied ",lith the capitalists' request. \ 
Steel's chronic capitd shortage 
throughout most of the post-war boom 
made this "cooperation" all the more 
important to the steel bosses and the 
bourgeoisie as a whole. 

ABEL CONTiNUES BETRAYALS 

The present President of the 
USWA, LW. Abel, has more than 
continued in this honorable tradition. 

aristocracy has been a key lever in 
implementing this tactic. By refusing 
to organize the millions of unorganized 
workers and by using might and main 
to keep the unions within the bounds 
of simple trade unionism, the bureau· 
crats divide the organized workers 
from the, unorganized and unem
ployed. In this way concessions can be 
granted to the organized workers, 
leaving ,the unorganized and unem· 
ployed with little but the promise of 
improving their conditions "in the 
future." 

As the class struggle intensifies and 
increasing sectors of the working dass 

______t-~=,--c--='l'a'fn[€dnlllIITllliITm'l0J1r'leIDaeJreITrj:°ttnDY'aels:th"Oitr61tilivw{{e)eI'kk~.=cJIT\fhQersll>1eSw,,_oS'hk,hlel,r:lal~~+:~~~_~~__ 

He has been a veritable pioneer in 
attacking the working class. He 
continued the union's de facto no
strike policy (there has been no 
national steel strike since 1959) and 
has gone further. Nixon thought 
highly enough of Abel to appoint him 
to the National Commission on 
Productivity and the Pay Board. In 
1971, Abel sponsered a plan establish
ing "joint" in·plant labor·manage· 
ment Committees on Productivity 
(read speed-up) resulting in a 25 per 
cent rise in on·the·job injuries, 

But Abel's ITlost impressive ac
complishment in this saga of betrayal 

ers is rising fast- 'figures given 
here will be too lo~when this issue of 
The Torch goes/to print. 

These layoffs can only further lower 
Ab"I's credibility. If Abel loses his 
ability, to control the ranks, he loses 
his value to the bourgeoisie. For the 
working dass, the main danger is that 
a slicker class-collaborationist will 
take his place. And the bourgeoisie is 
finding such a man in Ed Sadlowski. 

ENTER ED SADLOWSIn 

Ed Sadlowski, former president of 
USWA Local 65 (U.S. Steel·South 
Works) won a landslide v,ictory in the 
election for Director of District 31 last 
November. This was viewed as a 
"message to Abel" since Abel sup
ported the loser, his hack Sam Evett. 
The election was a re-run of 8, 1973 
contest which Evett won by stuffing 

JOB HUNTING: Ed Sadlow.ki iD .uee..... 
lui camprugll for USWA District 31 rn"",tor. 
Victory was stepp;ng·§t,,"e iJL§adlo,..ski'. ~ 
bid for U§WA p ..... id""cy in 1971, "®l'resent
;ng liberal willg of U.S. ruling class. 

is the Experimental Negotiating 
Agreement (ENA) signed iill 1973 in 
which the union gave up the tight to 
strike until 1980. Just as the most 
vicious attacks on steelworkers are 
looming, Abel ties their hands, 

But today there are rumblings~ in 
the ranks o~.the steelworkeJl'8. Abel is 
despised by rank·and-file steelworkers 
throughout the union. The combina
tion of the ENA with last year's 
spiralling inflation produced a con
tract that will mean a sharp cut in real 
wages. It also came when the steel 
industry's profits were temporarily 
booming, 

The contradiction between the 
"sacrifices" being forced on steel
workers and the obvious ability of the 
industry to pay more, helped spur 
discontent around the country. AI· 
though there was no well· organized 
opposition to Abel at the 1974 
Convention, a series of speakers from 
the~ flour denounced the ENA, ~ 
---'Fhe-£Nlrwas-afS6 acc6ffipanied-~17y- ~campaign could. only ~~ h~v!LBffi'Yed, tQ~ 

promises of job security- the absence disorient the workers, 

of the strike threat was supposed tq After taking office, Sadlowski 

"stabilize" the industry, Today, showed 1,000 workers at U,S, Steel's 

35,000 steelworkers are out of 'work Gary Works just how "~~~~" he is, 


furnaces rather than pay a fme for not 
meeting pollution standards. The only 
way to save those jobs would have 
been to strike the Gary Works, and 
other plants if necessary, around the 
demand "No Pollution and No Lay· 
offs." Such a fight in Gary might have 
led to a national fight against layoffs, 
But the only "militancy" Sadlowski 
could muster was a public statement 
blaming U.S. Steel, which was no 
consolation to the workers who lost 
their jobs. 

For Sadlowski, the first priority is 
getting Abel's job in 1977. He is 
already working on this campaign, 

At 9070 South Chicago Ave. is a 
storefront which served as Sadlow, 
ski's Chicago headquarters during his 
race against Evett. That election was 
last November; the 'headquarters is 

Coned. next page 

him in power in order to expose him 
for failing to carry out his promises. 
Havin~made no prolUises, and havinlL 
attracted no significant layer of 
advanced workers to exert pressure to 
hold him to his promises, the critical 
support tactic could only have been 
turned into its opposite, It would have 
given a revolutionary cover to an 
unambiguously bureaucratic cam
paign.

This is in contrast to Arnold 
Miller's campaign for UMW President 
in 1972. Miller led and identified him· 
self with legitimate and significant 
rank and file struggles against the 
UMW bureaucracy 'and ,the coal 
companies. As a result, hls camprugIl 
had a contradictory nature, represent
ing Miller's bureaucratic intentions on 
the one hand and the workers' 
struggle for union democracy, im· 
proved safety provisions, pensions, 
etc., on the other. Critical support for 
Miller in that case represented a vote 
for the miners' struggle and an effort 
to expose Miller for fruling to fulfill his 
promises to his supporters while in a 
position to do so. Sadlowski repre' 
sents no such struggle, Support to his 

http:Sadlow.ki
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still open. Its main activity is 
Sadlowski's current campaign to calla 
Special Convention to roll back the 

ton lawyer and a bigshot in liberal 
Democratic Party circles. Rauh also 
sponsored· UMW President Arnold 

noW' active in bnilliiiii the ~p$n 
for a· SpOCial Coilv .n~~Tli8ir 
'alliance 'with Sa i ,,,,,g--i)o··.t>u·Il(1-a· 

dues increase and officers' salary 
increases that passed at . last year's 
convention: 1£ 25 per cent of allUSWA 
loCals endorse' the call . for the 
convention, Abelwill be forced to hold 

. one. Sadlowski claims to have around 
a third of the Locals he needs behind 
the call. 

But the dues issue is a shuck. It is 
another ruse to build Sadlowsid's base 
while dodging a fight against Abel's 
betrayals. A "Special" Convention of 
steelworkers that didn't discuss re
pealing the ENA and fighting layoffs 
and inflation that are crippling the 
union would be· a farce. And the 

. union's Constitution· explicitly .forbids 
discussion of items not mentioned' in 
the Call for a Special Convention. 

To build his machine, Sadlowski has 
to gain the support ,of local bureau

.crats and staffmen around the coun
try. Abel is hated by the ~ranks; the 
dues issue gives bureaucrats a chance 
to make a fight against Abel and 
improve their image. And the issue:ts . 

_-such.aminis.cularule that it won'teven 
hurL.their stap.ding with-thc-st €e1 
industry. 

Among steelworkers, the dues issue 
has the most appeal 
highest--paid workers. The dues 
increase removed the $10 ceiling on 
dues. and these workers are now being 
hit for as much as $20 a month. 

But Sadlowski has nothing to offer 
the most oppressed steelworkers - the 
blacks,. Latinos and women who are 
forced into the worst jobs. These 
workers are potentially the most 
militant fighters, but today they are 
mostly cynical about tiw .union. While 
Sadlowski's campaign may draw in a 
few of these workers, who see nothing 
better going, it will keep the vast 
majority of these potentially militant 
fighters on the sidelines. 

POPULAR FRONT 

Sadlowski is more than just another 
left-talking trade union bureaucrat. 
He represents part of a well"brganized 
Cilmpaign of important liberal bour
geois forces to refurbish the trade 
union bureaucracv in the interests of 
constructing a popular front move
ment in the United States. 

Seeing the heightened 'struggle of 
Bllrage4-W0rkers throllgl10ut-the-werld 
and recognizing that this too may 
come to pass in the U.8., the liberal 
wing of the bourgeoisie is planning 
ahead, seekiug. to lay the basis for a 
radical-sounding, . c1ass-collaboration-

Miller in- his successful campaign for 
office' and James Morrisey, who was 
unsuccessful in his. effort to become 
President of the National Maritime 
Union in 1973. 

LIBERAL DEMOCRATS 

Sadlowski's loyalty to this cam
paign and to the-liberal wing of the 
Democratic Party was dramatized at a 
$25-a-plate dinner held for him in 
Chicago on March 23. All the big 
names among the liberal Democrats of 
Iwnois were there.: Governor Walker, 
William Singer (who challenged Daley 
iiI the mayoral primaries with Sadlow
ski's endorsement), Richard New
house (a black liberal Democrat who 
also challenged Daley) and some local 
aldermen. Sadlowski's speech indi
cated his willingness to build this wing 

Abel sndGeorge Meany plan clagg-collabor
stionis' stmtegy at AFL-CIO E""",,tive 
Co""cil. Sadlowski b"pes to use Abel's dose 
ties witb Meany to bolster his phony 
"militant" image and corral the USW ranks 
into narrow reformist channels. 
of the Democratic PartY; in return for 
some token reforms: 

We're putting tbe p®llticians ""d the 
liberllis on notice right now that we 
want a piece ohhe good life. It's getting 
close to 1976 and a lot of tbe politicians 
will be coming around .. sking our belp_ 
'iNne" tbey do, we're going to ask 
"Vi/bat .have you done for us?" 
Sadlowski's main value to a Popular 

Front would be his ability to mobilize 
militant workers behind~H~ 
strategy requires help from' centrists 
and reformists active in the union. 
And, unfortunately, most of these' 
gr?UPS ani giving Sadlowski a' big 
bUlld-up. 

highlighted' at a Sadlowsl,ri tampaign 
rally last fall when Staffman Ray 
O'M 11 h ld . . f Labor 
. . a ey e up a copy 0 '."Today, the organ of. the CP~s ~ labor 
front group, and urged everyone to 

.' pick up their free' copy in the back. 
Besides the.CP, centrist groups like 
the International Socialists (IS) Iilld 
the October League. (OLl huiltup 
Sadlowski as a· rank-and-file leader 
and . hailed his election as a great 
victory for the ranks. 

The Revolutionary Union (RU) 
plays a different variation on the same 
theme. They don't know how to fight
Sadlowski, but t.. hey u.nderstand that 

it doesn't lookr..eYQlytionaryj;g..tall 
such a blatant reformist. So they gave 
him "critical support"-not in the 
Leninist sense, but as a way of 
avoiding the issue. In practice they 
have tried to preteru}" like ostriches, 
that Sadlowski doesn't exist, while 
they capitulate to him politically. 

A recent leaflet handed out li>y RU 
supporters called on steelwor~rs to 
fight against the dues increase. The 
leaflet. was handed' out at the plant 
wnereSildlowsKiused to wvrk. But it 
didn't mention the Special Convention 
Sadlowski is trying to organizey andit 
didn't take a stand either for or 
against Sadlowski! The effect of the 
leaflet was to build Sadlowski's base. 
Sadlowski is the One who pretends 
that dues is the most pressing issue 
facing steelworkers. The RU fools 
nobody when it sings the same tune 
without giving credit to the composer. 

Sadlowski gladly accepts the help 
he's getting from all these groups 
today. His strategy for 1977 is 
flexible. If the struggle in steel dies 
down, he may well tum his back on the 
centrists and accept the second spot 
on a ticket with Abel's hand-picked 
successor (Abel can't run again 
himself:--he's too old) Or he may try 
to head off the independent grow ~h of 

and 

vention could orgalliz;e industryo 

wide I;Itrlke for W ~,. ,,_

'Sli":"~"'. "'_;..... -'-of H.ours."."".' lmd'W. 

UU'6 o;x;iU<> 

solve the proble~f1~:\inflati 

unemployment. And Hie. Con 


. could reach but to the rest of the Iabo!' 
movement, to build a;cIasso wide 
offensive against the bosses'.atj;a!!ks. 

We are fighting :. f~r:an ~ oIi¢n 

Convention. In Chicago'area local8, we 

are mising motions' fora B"j:\OCial 

Convention to deal with, the ENA,


d I' .inflation an unemp oyment; or 11
mending motions for a Convention'on 

. I d th '1 'W 
dues to inc u e,!,se VIta !Ssues;;; . e 
have alteady earnoo the hatred of loCal 
bureaucrats for our hard at- . 
tacks On Sadlowski. L 3's 
newspaper .attacked Revolutionwt'y 
Steelworker as "garbage literature" 
which dared to call thEhunion leaders 
"class-collaborationist" and calledkfor 
the. "revolutionary overthrow. of capi
talism" (these last two charges are 
true). 

CYNICISM AND REVOLUTION 

Those who are tailing Sadlowski's 
campaign are plainly cynical about the 
proletariat!sability to'-:fight. This 
point was proven by John Chico, 
Financial'Secretary of Local 65, who 
will get Sadlowski's support to run for 
local president. When he atterided a 
caUC11S meeting of rank-and-file steel
workers, he responded to the RSL's 
program by saying, "The American 
working class is very conservative
you'll scare them away with that." 
The centrists and reformists at the 
caucus meeting parroted his line. 
Believing that "workers aren'tready" 
to hear about revolution-or even a 
serious struggle agaittst theENA':::' 
they preferred tq "start small" by 
building Sadlowski's machine. .' 

The RSL has confidence in the 
the centrists and revolutionaries bY_Jevolutionitry potential of the prole
talking militant himself and challeng
ing Abel's machine. What route he 

takes depends on his own strength, 

the course of the class struggle and the 

needs of the libe~al bourgeoisie. But, 

in any event, those centrists who are 


. bllildiJ:lg up Sadlowski's machine are 

setting .steelworkers up for defeat. 


R§L 

The· Revolutionary Socialist League 
has been fighting the reformist 
strategy of Sadlowski. Our sup

. =isLmovement t ~ e="~-and=._=='I'he±;Qmmunistd"ar~ sSJttl11PllP6lJctt:e:ell"!'S>.,~~pperters;=teci:el'l>;=tl:hr.ougIt then bulietinRevolu. 
defe;lt the working class. 

Sadlowski is supported, aided and 
protected by Joe Rauh, Jr., Washing-

Defense Guards 
Cont'd. from p. 5 
class and all its institutions. It is 
critical that militants build a united 
defense against the budding fascist" 

_ movement immediately, rather than 
waiting until the working class is 
"prepared" (without correct leader
ship it will never be prepared: or until 
a mass right-wing movement self-con
fidently grows because it met with no 
resistance to its violence. We call on 
militants to join with the Revolution
ary . Socialist League in the struggle 
for an aggressive' defense of the 
working class against the right-wing 
threat. 

quite numerous in the USWA,have. 
largely played the role of cheerleaders 
for Sadlowski's campaign. They are 

April 26 
Cont'd. from p. 6 
be met by the Stalinist Communist 
Party and the right-centrist Socialist 
Workers Party. Both groups have 
loyally denounced the demonstration 
on the playing field. The CP denoun
ced it as a "provocation" engineered 
by "ultra-leftists" and implied, in its 
typic al treacherous manner, that the 
latter are mcist agents of the 
bourgeoisie. As the Daily World put 
it: "rank and file workers (sic) 
interviewed by the Daily World 
expressed suspicion that a Watergate 
style "dirty trick" was being perpe
trated before their very eyes," (Who 

tionary Steelworker, have ruthlessly 
exposed Sadlowski's unwillingness to 
even fight the steel companies. While 

can these 'rank andfilers' have been?) 
The SWP, almost as craven as the 

CP in its capitulation to liberalism, 
denounced the on-field demonstration 
as a "disruption" which would give 
the enemies of labor an excuse to 
diseredit--the-April 26 demonstration. 
The SWP, which.claims to be 
"Trotskyist," wishes to curb the most 
mili tant workers in order to appease 
the bourgeoisie. This is the political 
method of the Popular Front. It~ 
necessary to hold the workers in line 
so as not to frighten their ·liberal 
bourgeois allies. Of course these 
"allies"'~11 stab the workers in the 
back after their Popular Front leaders 
are no longer needed to stop the 

tariat. The courage and militancy of 

steelworkers has been demonstrated 

time and again. The latese example is 

a wildcat in Campbell, Ohio, where 

58,000 workers walked out to reverse . 

the layoffs of 18 workers in the 

blooming mill. This despite the 

District Director who urged them to 


-go-back-- w--work;-and-IC--=t;-- 

injUnction ordering the same. 
To mobilize the militancy of steel

workers throughout the country, a 
revolutionary party is needed_ The 
RSL is fighting to bnild this party. 
Bne=ot=tlie=tnggesti'OildliIOCkS.~
struggle is Sadlowski-style reformism 
and the cowardice and cynicism of the 

centrists who are tailing him. 


leftward motion of the workers. 
To these people, young workers in, 

around or willing to follow organiz
ations to their left are not really 
workers at all, but are "ultra-lefts" 
and "disrupters." They thereby reveal 
that despite their revolutionary rhet
oric they represent the interests of the .. 
labor bureaucrats who seek to hold 
back the struggle to keep it respec
table. This disgusting concern for 
bourgeois respectability reveals ..the 
essence of these rotten organizations. 
As the workers awake from. their 
lethargy and begin to actively strug
gle for their needs, the reactionary role 
of these organizatiollB will be increas
ingly· revealed. 



E ERPTSF 
Repri:rtted below are. excerpts frv" tke interna·· 
tional section of the. Tasks and Perspectives 
document adopted unanimously at the Second 
National Convention of the Revolutionary Socialist 
League, held in March. Further excerpts from this 
document will be printed in next month's T01·ch. 

The international capitalist economy is headed 
for world depression. This depression is the 
necessary result of the origins . and· nature of the 

.. 	poat.waro,ooom. Ur>~~1!.ntil!1Qw,_.the cr!sis has 
emerged relatively gradually, with the international 
economy more sliding into stagnation than (as yet) 
pitching head over heels into complete collapse. 
This, of course, can change:::quite suddenly 

-depending upon a variety of ecolu)mic and political 
factors. 

U.S. HEGEMONY 

The stability of the U.S. was key to the post-war 
boom. As long as the U.S. economy remained stable 
with a growing market, the export-oriented 
economies of Western Europer, and in particular 
Germany, Italy and Japan, were assured of markets 
for their products. In turn, the health of these 
countries was cenital to stabilizing the U.S.· 
economy through a variety of imperialist methods. 

The relatively slow development of the crisis in 
the post-war U.S. prevented the' entire world 
economy from crashing down. First and foremost, 
this stability was based on the strength of the labor 
bureaucracy. and the consequent·relative quiescence 
of the working class. U.S. imperialist domination of 
the world enabled the U.S. bourgeoisie to bribe a 
substantial section of the U.S. working class, which 
not onlyincreased the size of the labor aristocracy 
but also· misled vast numbers of other workers. 

The result, with the exceptionof a. limited 
industria! militancy and the revolt· of blaCK and 
brown workers, was to strengthen the hold of the 
labor bureaucracy over thfl working class as· a 
whole. In the past few years, this has paid off 
handsomely to the ruling class which has beel!: able 
to restrain wages and increase produ~~ivity 
(increasing the rate of exploitation as a counter to 
the downward pressure on the rate of profit), even in 
the - face of a rising working-class' upsurge 
internationally . 

A second factor behind the relatively slow 
development of the crisis in the U.S. is the 
tremen s international weight of the U.S., both 
econom and politically. After the monetary· 

--arrangemim s-established- by tliii-13rettonWoods 
agreement (which had been crucial to post-war 
stability) completely unravelled in 1971, the U.S. 

- used its muscle to get a head start in the 
dog-eat-dog competition that was replacing the 
previous imperialist equilibrium. 

Instead of having the U.S. economy subsidized 
through the propping up of the dollar international
ly, the U.S. fought to increase its advantag;)s on the 
world market through changes in currency parities, 
devaluation of the dollar and favorable trade 
agreements. The result was that U.-S. exports 
increased at the expense of those of other countries, 
granting the U.S. a greater share of the 
international surplus value. 

COMMODITY SHORTAGES 

The commodity shortages created by the 
post-war boom were, ironically, a third factor in the 
present slowness in development of the economic 
crisis, Shortages, particularly of steel and oil, meant 
an increased demand for many U.S. commodities. 

The search for new sources of oil and her enerrgy 
sources, andtheconsti1.lCtion of neir.; eriii8arid 
shipping facilities led toa relative boo. th~steel 
industry (making U.S. steel competitive ~on the 
world market) and the machine tool industry; This 
was true, to a lesser ext\lnt,of other sectors as well. 

The result was that while the U.S. economy was 
actually in a recession, a number of important 
industrial sectors which would'otherwise have been 
depressed were humming along, helping to cushion 
the decline in other parts of the economy. Today, 
steel is declining unde.f the impact of the crisis and 
the recession has become general. 

The international downturn, in which almost all 
the leading nations experienee recessiGn-at the--same 
time, is only the beginning of the crisis. Shortages 
of many essen tial goods (steel, oil, aluminum, -. 
fertilizer, food) are wreaking havoc on even the best 
endowed nations, while the intensified inflation 
which has been both a cause and an effect of these 
shortages, plus the bloated oil revenues of., the 
OPEC nations, threatens to rip· apart the entire' 
apparatus of international credit and trade. 

At the same time, the economic policies available 
to the capitalist class are increasingly ineffe<:tiye. 
Since the nature of the post-war bo d 
development of the present crisis both fl m 
attempt at Keynesian economics, it cO' as 
surprise that Keynesian remedies no longer· s61ve 
the problems. In fact, they have never handled the 
problems but m~rely hid them under the rug. 
Today, the rug is lumpy, the problems are showing 
through and the rug can no longer, obscure them 
from view. 

In a world economy with a decayed industrial 
apparatus, unravelling credit and trade mechan· 
isms, burdened with a mountain of fictitious capital· 

asses in pulilic. but behind their toothy grins both reoilize that detente is best hope of bolstEring tbeir staggering 

expeo.s"oftheworld's'III8.8Se8. 
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and a st~ggling-wotlilngcl~8s,..Ke'9ireBirui ~ fuilthods "cworId-around their interests, forcing less powerful.,~.. -pG8t..war",division of labor,",Jnstead'~Iarge.ly 
can only worsen rampant inflation or plunge the countries to accept sacrifices in the interests of two-sided lineup that characterized the Cold' War 
world into economic depression. ' "international peace and order," ie., the llnperialist ,.dthe-cl96O's,amore pluralistic1l1Tangemen~~~' 

interests of thedominallt power. The~ struggle for aeIhe,rgiItg iII which the weight of the former "third 
PATHS OF COLLAPSE new diviSIon of labor is therefore a IItruggle to for2~s," China fof examPle, is inCJ.:easmg. In th~e 

establish a new hierarchy of power and 'influence circumstances, the countries of Western EuropeThere are currently two generalpaths possible for 
capped by a dominant leader~power.. which (with .the Partial exception of Frandl) .wereinternational capitalism. One is the prospect of a 

Just as the economic crisis has emerged slowly, formerly the closest aIlies. of the ,U.S .. ale moVingreI8tively gradual~ slide to economic stagnation. 
so has the political·crisis. At the moment this crisis toward a more 'iIidependent political stance. InThis will be possible only if the international ~ 
has ~ taken the form of overt. political and effect, the. anarchic . nature of iIlternatjonalcapitalist class is abIeto maintain the present 
governmental crises in individual ~ nations, e.g. capitalisni wj:rich was part!aIly hidden by,::{:;old Warrather ramshackle international monetary arrange
Greece, Chile, Portugal, Italy, Britain; etc..and oligopoly is now reasserting itself. This atomization.ments. Central to this possibility is the ability of the 
semi-boiling international tension spots such as· the is still at thE'> beginning sj;ages. As it i)1geases, ittrade union bureaucracy to submit the working 
Middle East and Southeast 'Asia, which pose the will cripple the ability of the internationalclass to the intensified exploitation and hardship 
threat of world war. The U.S. and the lJ.S.S.R. are bourgeoisie to offset the impact of the inWrnationalthat this would mean. Eventually, even a gradual 
potent factors in the underlying global instability. crisis.decline will collapse .into general depression. 
At the same time, however, it is primarily the Today, this atomization remains partiallyThe other prospect is a relatively rapid decline 
combined weight of these two nations that is obscured by a thin skein of detente: This detente isinto world depression, brought about by the ripping 
holding back the wave of international chaos. based on a conservative reaction of the internationalof the entire fabric of international trade and credit 

The world is thus posed. in an unstable capitalist class, particularly in "fue state-capitalist already reeling from the collapse of Herstatt Bank 
equilibrium whiCh cahbe upset at the slightest jar;" ~ ~ nations; IHsan attempt to maintain the ~~ quo,'and Franklin National in the U.S. (the largest bank 
All the advanced countries are aware of the which is relatively favorable ~ to Russia, uRr theto collapse in U,S. history J. Continued increases in 
importance of U.S. stability in maintaining the basic leadership of the U.S. At present, the variousthe price of oil which would worsen the balance of 
health of international capitalism as a whole. They bourgeoisies are prepared to try to settle·differences. payments situation of all the advanced countries 


and place even larger reserves in the hands of the 

Arab rulers than at present will render this prospect 

increasingly likely. 


In the case of rapid decline, the initi{lJ result will 

most likely be a substantial dampening of"the dass 
 The international working 'class 

-struggilr,c'as-the' rampant=unemployment ~ and 

economie uncertainty eat away at the confidence of 

the workers, although sectional outbreaks in the 

class struggle will undoubtedly ~ ~ continue. In 
 today is in a better position, 

__	a<iclition, since the cyclical motioniinj1lO.economy 

will continue, even slight upturns will bring a 

degree of hope and confidence to the workers. 

Sectional or ever generalized motion of the 
 oygan;zationa!'y and economically,
proletaria t will increase. 

If the decline is more gradual, its dampening 

impact on the class struggle will be lessened until 

depression brea}(s\ through and the economy 
 to defeat the bourgeoisie
plummets. In either) scenario, the prospect for the 

immediate conjuncture is the continuation of the 

lull in the class struggle, although not necessarily as 

deep ~as the one we have 'recently undergone. 
 than in 1929. 

This lull, however, does not mean the obliteration 

of activity in the working dass. While the economic 

crisis will tend to dampen job and strike actioh, the 

mood of the proletariat will express itself in more 
 The pro/efariat has suffered no 
overtly political forms such as shifting electoral 

patterns, political struggle within the labor 

movement, and the shifting influences of the 

various reformist and centrist tendencies. In 
 decisive defeat in three decades. 
addition, while the worsening economic and social 
conditions will in the initial. period tend to 
demoralize the mass of workers and generally blunt 
the class struggle, the very decay of capitalism will 
have a radicalizing effect on the most aware are therefore caught in a dilemma. Faced with the through negotiation, even if they may lose by them. 
workers. Thus, a small stream of advanced and ~ pressure of their own working class, each national They prefer this ~ to unleashing the world 
revolutionary-minded workers will emerge and grow bourgeoisie seeks to ~ grant concessions to the catastrophe that looms before them. 
in the coming conjuncture. This layer can workers in order to buy time.~~Thls;however, cuts The detente is extremely tenuous, and .must 

--'- JlDtentially have an important impact OILthe entire into tbeir profits- a.ru:l.-worsens their general shatter as ~ the crisis in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. 
political life of the working class. economic situation and forces them into conflict deepens. Up until now, the state-capitalist countries 

Finally, it must he rememb~red that the class with _the other capitalist states and particularly have resi~ted many of the aspects of the crisis. This 
struggle does not simply mechanically reflect with the U.S. If on the other hand they continue to was largely the result of the size of this bloc, its still 
changes in the economy, although it is 'affected grant concessions to the U.S. to ensure its stability, . high degree of self-sufficiency and the large amount 
strongly by such change. If any section of the they' do so at the risk of a class explosion at home. of state control of the respective economies. Various 

==----.IDtemationaJ working class, in ~portlJgal..- Ita~~~~h,lYe struck an ulleasy=-b'!la""la~ll'!(c:llIl"=,=-...s,,y"'mfl1-Il)I;)tomsof the disease were hidden;-F~--~.-
elsewhere, makes a real breakthrough from' the As the crisis deepens,.~owever, and as the pressure Russia has so far been able ·to partially absorb the 
reformist bounds imposed by the labor bureau- of the class struggle intensifies, this compromise international inflation in the producers' goods 
cracies and reformist and centrist parties, this will become impossible. sector. 
would have an enormous impact on the internation- Ali' f . 	 But since the Russian bourgeoI'sI'e, like 'Itsnew comp catmg actor IS the emergence of 
al proletariat as a whole. 	 certain underdeveloped countries .as independent counterparts in the West, must strive to increase 

political forces with~ significant weight. The OPEC the rate of exploitation, the inflation will eventually 
UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM countries are the chief examples. This. development 	 be passed on to the workers through raising prices 

Whatever the specific scenario, it should be clear is the delayed payment for the post-war imperialist of consumer goods. It is therefore only a matter of 
that the world economy is still at the beginning of a stabilizing techniques. The years of . looting and time until the crisis manifests itself in a uniform and 
long. period of crisis. ~ The old international division living on borrowed time in the form of debts are now deadly manner throughout the world. ,As this 
of labor, economic and political, is no longer being called to account. The bourgeoisies of those happens, the detente will crumble to be replaced by 
workable. 'Yet there is nothing yet ready to take its countries which have large supplies of needed raw a naked and bellicose rivalry of imperialist alliances. 
place. The bourgeoisie must search for a new materials now have the leverage to askfor a larger 
division of labor, a new international arrangement. slice of the international pie of surplus value. This is CROSSROADS 
The antagonistic nature of the division of labor leading to a significant ~ redistribution of wealth Looked at broadly, then, the' present conjuncture
under capitalism meims that'this new structure can 	 within the international capitalist class. At the of an international scale takes ~ the form of an
only be established through an international ~sllme time, the other underdeveloped countries are unstable eqUilibrium, or stalemate. The U.S. 
struggle, through fascism and war. 	 subject to increasing devastation, floods, famine bOUrgeoisie remains in the leading ....position of 

As in thepast, the only even temporarily stable and general economic collapse under the impact of international capital, although this position is
form of this division of labor, is one in which one or 	 the world crisis. significantly weakened. The past months have Seen 
two capitalist countries are overwhelmingly pre The emergence of powerful • 'Third W orId" forces the U.S. economy plunge into deep recession 
dominant. These nations can then organize the 	 isan important aspect of the. breakdown of the spearh~ded ~ by the auJ,Q,ccrjsis,,, exacerbating the 

It8li;m workerpl'Oclaims 
"The-Right to Strike is 
Inviolahle." 

http:labor,",Jnstead'~Iarge.ly


I Rhodesian blacks riot 
against racist, imperial
ist domination_ Exploi. 
tation of Afrlu i. key to 
propping up interna

railway BV...tional capitalism. 
conditions. Japan's ruling class i. planning major 
off....ive against workiag cia •• this year. 

European, Japanese and U.S. workers· have suffered domestic ... tuations in countries like Britain, Italy, 
.j no decisiv~ defeats in the past three decades. On the Greece and Portugal. These countries, export-or
G other hand, the crisis of leadership, the low political iented and dependent on oil'lrhp6tts, have been 
?,' consciousness, the absence of a mass revolutionary exceptionally hard hit by the economic crisis. They 

party; lire now more extreme. But the bourgeoisie is ought to be well on their way toward BonapartismJ. 

still afraid to take the workers in the advanced and fliscism. Yet the immediate situation in these 
I .jndustrial states bead on. . . countries appears to contradict this. Despite serious 
;: This is even more true in Europe than in the U.S. inroads, bourgeois democracy appears to remain 

~'I.c=ui:~~:~~~p;~~~e~~~~Sa~~~~d~fPW=!P~:~~;!~~~i;:t~:f~~~:~~~~n:ft:;t!O\:~:~:~
. ..•. hacve kept the. jobless rate below three per c.e.nt. It Greece,. t ..he j':lnta'was ov.erthrOw. n after. seve ..n years, 

will be a difficult and dangerous task to push and bourgeOIs democracy. has been estahlished. 
unemployment much further; instead, these nations The answer to this apparent contradiction lies in 

'0' 

t 
have generally substituted a much higher inflation the stalemate described above. The working class 
rate than the U.s, had not been able to break through beyond some 

The European nations have taken the lead in initial victories over Bonapartist regimes. At the 
trying to slow the crisis through Keynesian same time, with the exception of Chile, the working 

I 
"anticyclical" fiscal policies. Enormous budget class has suffered no major defeats: The workers; 
deficits are emerging as each nation desperately however, are becoming aware of the crisis, both its 
tries to "prime the pump." This can temporarily depth, and (mote slowly) its sigxiificance. The 

l 
contain unemployment, but only at the expense of bourgeoisie is only a few steps ahead of it here. But 
accelerating inflation rates that are already this means that it is beginning to realize that to 
approaching 20 per cent. This deficit spending will solve the crisis on a capitalist. basis ..means a 
hurl a mountain· of fictitious capital into'. the' massive assault on the working class. It also knows 
economies, intensifying the already shaky credit that such an assault will not be easy' to carry out, 
situation and further destabilizing the international and it is not yet ready to do so. Instead, it is 
monetary structure. The need to dump ever-greater preparing its forces and maneuvering for position. 
paper values into circulation will.make it difficult to 
reach a. stable monetary agreement. Central to this stalemate has been the role of the 

We canexpect,then, that in the immediate future' misleaders of the working class, the Stalinists and 
the bourgeoisie in the West will seek to avoid a reformists. They have been playing their historic 
head-on confrontation with the working cla"s, treacherous role exceptionally well. Particularly 
attempting to limit unemployment and effecting where the class struggle has most threatened to 
only moderate'cuts in real wages. However, these break out into the open, these betrayers of' the 
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The present conjuncture is the calm before 11 great 
storm.. While the economy has turned downward 
intemationally, the class struggle remains in check. 
The·class struggle remains on the economic level, 
with the politically advanced layer still molecular. 
Therefore, today the reformists are front and 
center; it is their task to bell the working class. At 
the cUrrent level of struggle, the centrists remain 
locked out of leadership of the masses. An overt. 
accommodation between them and the bourgeoisie 
is not yet in order. . . 

The current wave of splits among , the'. centrist 
groupings \WRP, LO, WL, ISGB, ISUS, BWC, the 
cold " split in the USEC) correspond to these 
conditions. Because of the absence of a sizable 
advanced layer and because the task of mass 
leadership does not yet confront centrism, the 
centrifugal pull on these formations is predominant. 
The struggle remains confined in large part to the 
level of ideas. which have not yet been tested ill'the 
class struggle. The rightward drift of most of the 
centrists is an adaptation to the economic level of 
the struggle, an attempt to reach backward workers 
by lowering the level of the program. 

The splits among the centrist tendencies 
correspond to the unity among the reformists. 
Because it is the turn of reformism, because their 
variant corresponds to, indeed is responsible for, the 
consciousness and level ofstruggle~~ of the 
~overwhelming~.,mass nf workers, "-and .because the 
bourgemsie mustopt for thisaltern"tlve today, we 
have seen SP~CP coalitions and their ilk in the fore. 

But this reformist unity is already beginning to 
shatter, as for instance in Portugal:-:lnBritain, 
where the situation is moremature-and-che Labor 
Party mainstream has already lost credibility 
among militants, Left Labor has been forced to 
differentiate itself from the Labor right (which in 

fact organized first in response to the disaffection of 
militafit -workers). 

In the U.S. on the other hand, where 
consciousness .lags the most, we see. only the 
beginnings of a Iiberal~labor unity. This unity is one 
possible path of the crystallization of.a visiblp 
reformist alternative to Ford. . 

As reformism and left-reformism become discred~ 
ited in the eyes of sectors of the 'working dass,lind 
as the class"struggle and the crisis deepen, we can 
expect the growth of ~entrism. The c)lrrent splitting 
process will be transfonhed into. a drive. towards 
unity, to. provide the centrist alternative needed to 
mislead workers breaking from the stranglehold of 
reformis~. While the splitting process of centrism 
and the "unity period" of reformism will continue in 
the immediate future, their duration will depend 
upon the development of the crisis and in particular 
of the class struggle. 

The present. "unity period" of reformism 
indicates the gradual unraveling of theprisis.The 
active collaboration of the reformists and Stalinists 
in propping up the bourgeoisie by providing a "left" 
cover for the s tate are preludes to military and 
Bonapartist rule., The Popular Front period _,. 
generally cortesponds to the sharpening of'i\ 
cross·currents in the class struggle. On the surface,' 
the milieu appears to have shifted to the left, with 
the open emergence of SPs and CPs in coalition 
governments. Beneath the surface, however. the 
bourgeoisie sharpens its weapons for future 
confrontation with the working class. The military 
is waiting in the wings. 

The form ~~ch Bonapartist rule will take 
·depends-upon tlie"level of the proletal'iat's struggle: 
if it remains high, as in Portugal, the march towards 
Bonapartism may have to pass through a 
"left·military" phase, the National Front, where the 

r Proletarian Revo 
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non-proletIli'(ian forces, which in turn can be used as 
a power base to keep the working class in check. 

In the West, where the anti-imperialist appeal 
cannot yield the same results, where the system is 
not in as advanced a state· of collapse, where more 
concessions can still be made to the proletariat, the 
Stalinists can and do orient inside the workers' 
movement. They channel and contain the workers' 
struggles with an orientation to sections of the labor 
aristocracy. They generally attempt to co~opt the 
proletarian struggle through class collaborationism 
directed from within the workers' movement. 

But in Southeast Asia, they had to pose as 
revolutionaries, precisely to simultaneously utilize 
the anti·imperialist sentiment and to prevent it 
from spilling beyond capitalist boundaries. The 
advanced decay of the system requires more' 
militant methods. Because these IIlethods cannot be 
directed at the proletariat for fear of proletarian 
revolution, they must be and are directed elsewhere. 
Utilizing the collapse of the society, the lack of a 
social base for U.S, imperialism, Stalinism comes to 

_-='power.. _ ~~_-:'==-~=~____"--__ 

"EXCEPTIONAL;'? 

The Spartacists blithely: argue that oniy under 
"exceptional conditio11l''' can non-proletarian forces 
establish workers' states, In fact, this can happen 
under no conditions. But just what are the 
conditions under which StaliniSIIl comes to power? 
We have described them, and they are by no means 
exceptional. If Stalinism can successfully throttle 
the proletariat, the same dynamic may be repeated 
in the future, and more ~han once: Decaying 
capitalism in the undtlrJ!€veloped countries will 
increasingly be forced to turn to the state-capitalist 
alternative: China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Korea, 
Cuba-are these still "exceptions"? 

We greet the victories in Cambodia and Vietnam 
as great blows to U.s. imperialism. But unlike the 
Stalinists and the Pabloites; we d.o not see them~.a..s 
"socialist" or "workers' states." That task belongs 
to the proletariat. We call upon the Indochinese 
proletariat to celebrate. the expulsion of U.S, 
imperialism' .by continuing the struggle, by 
organizing for its class interests and leading the 

Hanoi masses celebrate surrender of Saigon. North Vietnamese workers must join forces militias and fight against 

.. with te!lt=ofctndoehinese=proietariat to smasl.-Sta:llnist=statecapitalism=and=establislt ~tternpt-~ 


workers' rule. .'\

peasantry to victory over the state~capitalist class 
n:ow entrenching itself in power. 

This can only be done by implementing the 
strategy of the permanent revolution. The 
Indochinese proletariat must take. the lead in 
demanding that imperialism be swept out of Asia; 
tottering U.S. imperialism is ready to fall in Laos, 
Thailand, South Korea, and the Phillipines, and 
only is able' to maintain .itself thanks to the 
cooperation of the Stalinist leaders in restraining 
the masses. U.S. workers must~~demonstrate 
solidarity by demanding U.S. imperialism out of 
Asia:..c.no troops, no phony "aid!" 

But the permanent revolution means more than 
simply spreading the defeat of the U.S. Lasting 
gains can only be accomplished tmough the 
proletarian revolution, and'tJiiil revolution can have 
no leadership other than the proletariat. The 
Indochinese workers must not allow themselves to 
befooled by capitalism dres~ed in socialist rhetoric. 
Not simply nationalization, but nationaIization 

military' is brought directly into the',goverrunent' 
while the workers are lulled by their misleaders into 
_evingt~a t ~hey c~n,rely QILthese:"frie'n~." As,_ 
the situatlOn mChlle neared. 0llen COpfIicti . we . ". 
should recall, the "loyal" military Was brought into 
the government. . . -- ~~ 

But the international proletariat has, .learned 

certain lessons from Chile. The Portuguef!e CP must 

play a more "left" role precisely because the 

work,ers are wary of'the trap which the Chilean 

peaceful road represented. Similarly, tJ;1e military, 


. needed to intervene against· the prol!ltariat, _ 
. increasingly must attempt to establish its legiti
macy by posing as the ally of the working class, 
Today, more than in the past, the road to 
Bonapartism passes through a "left junta" phase. 

In short, the sway of reformism, the lag in 

consciousness, the still relatively low level of 

struggle in the metropolitan countries indicates 

that even in the advent of ecorlblnic collapse, the 

strength of th~ reformists will be . maintalE..d.. , at 

least for a while. At the same time, glV'\lt. the 

differences from the 1930's outlined above, the 

period of demoralization may be briefer, 


The world crisis of capitalism in. its epoch of 

decay thus remains a crisis of leadership, The 

reformist and centrist misleaders do not "substi· 

tute" themselves for an absent revolutionary 

leadership. They actively confine the proletariat's 

struggle to conform to the needs of the bourgeoisie, 

and. attempt to annihilate potential nuclei of 

revolutionary leadership, In the period we are 

entering, enormous opportunities exist to build the 

leadership of the international working class. Before 

thePopular-Eront.period_giYfls wa)1 to_widespread 

Bonapartism and fascism, it is 'crucial that the 

proletariat be armed with the leadership of the 

reconstructed Fourth International. 


under the control of ,the 
workers! Not the subju~ 
gation of the proletariat's 

,rights, bqt the organ~a~. 
tion of the real vehicles of 
proletarian rule, workers' 
councils.. For a genuine 
soviet federation in Indo~ 
china! 

The Indochinese work· 
ers must reach out to the 
peasant masses, forceful
ly demanding division of 
the land and opposition to 
any new attempt at bru· 
tal Stalinist forced col~ 
lectivization. The prole
tariat must demand that 
the masses be armed-to 
defend itself against the 
Stalinist r'ulers, the 
workers must organize 
their ~endent 

them.. 
In North and South 

Vietnam, in Cambodia, in Laos-throughout 
In?~china:the workers must lead the peasantry, 
seIzmg the momentum of the anti~imperialist 
victory to reconstruct the Southeast Asian 
sections of the Fourth International, the revolu~ 
tionary Trotskyist leadership murdered thirty 
years ago by Stalinism. The heroic workers and 
peasants of Indochina have demonstrated their 
?e!ermined struggle ~ountless times. U.S. imper~ 
tallsm has been vanqUIshed. Stalinist state~capital~ 
ism must follow it to defeat. 

U.S. Imperialism Out of Asia! 

For Armed Workers' Militia! . 

For Workers' Control of Nationalized Industry! 

For Workers' Councils! 

For the Reconstruction of the Indochinese Sections 


of the Fourth· International! 
For Proletari~ Revolution in Indochina - Down 

With Stalinism! . 
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The Spartacist League is at tt again. Iskra period into a' contirmed absten At· thattim~. Landau was alon~ in employed to" try toprove. Here the SL 
The March 28 issue of Workers tionist and passive study-group lead rej'using to recognize these problems must admit a problem: "What 'seems . 

Vanguard (the SL's newspaper) rallies er. No matter that the group' refused for what they were. He argtied against to be missing from Jhe Landau 

.to theaid-"ofthe Landau-Olsen to elaborateanddefend.!LPosition on<' the majority view in a longststement· conception, however; is thl! insistence 

minority,' the anti-Tro'tskyists 'who busingimd black liberation in the and voted against thereport when his .. : on buildiriga fighting propaganda 

resigned from the Revolutionary midst· of pitched battles in Boston. whitewash was rejected. Subsequent- group_ ..." .. '. . 

Socialist League last February (see Despite all this; Workers Vanguard . ly, in the manner ofanhystericaIB'ravoi' comrade::, 8partacists! 

The Torch, Feb. 15'MarchI5)_ embraces Landau. . .petty:bourgeois, . Landau swung. 180' -That's right! You managed to gilt the 


.The Spartscist League is deter- But the SL seems to' have leanied degrees and claimed that the R8L was entire point of the factional struggle 

mined to maintsin its stranglehold on something through the Brecht-Tracey permanently branded. by its early on the nature of the party into a 

its title of "Hedda Hopper of the fiasco. They have learned to try to mi~takes. In reality, the only ones who parenthesis. Landau spent two 

Left." No gossip, no matter how cover their bases for the time when avoided politica~ debate in the recent lengthy and labored documerits trying 
disgusting, is beneath the attention of they decide there is nothing more to be struggle were Landau and his follow- to prove that the revolutionary 

the SL. In fact they are quite proud of gained from the Olsen-Landau group. ers. nucleus must witHdraw. from any 

this distinction, crowing that the SL is They don't· want to mak~ bungling The space. given by Landau and the involvement in.the .massID.o.,~.
IJ:l,entL.. 

known to "publicize the doings of our fools out of themselves again. So. the SL to these 1973 documents is a until a mythical later stage.n it 

competitors ... lots of people send us SL discovers caution.' Instead of giveaway. If they mentioned the would be "prepared" to lead 'them 

their documents." phrases about "principled, courageous political issues and methods of the Landau's position.is to withdraw even 


The 8L prints this garbage without struggle," we hear that Landau is majority in the recent fight, it would from propagandistic intervention. 

the slightest interest in its political "thoughtful," "sensible" and so forth. expose the bankrupt!;y of their- Landau .even insjs.ted that he.was not 
content. They will pick up the dirtiest This ruse won't work either. The argument. For example;" WV writes: "ready" to take a position on the race 
stick to poke at those who constitute a only way the SL could avoid getting "The new split actually consists of two conflict in Boston, although not before 
political threat to them. Most of tilL_caught on Olsen-Landau would be by elements," a "group" headed by admitting the possibility of calling for 
time they get left with t\1.e stuff all putting forward a correct political Landau and one headed by Eric Olsen. federal troops to "protect" the black--
over tmllrr."· --~-~- - ,,--.-analysis.of the split, and this the SL is Later, they speak of the "Landau and students. The SL mentions none of 

uninterested in (not to mention Olsen oppositions." Repeatedly, they this although it possesses the docu-
THE SL·'I.'RUTH ROMANCE incapable of) doing. refer to "both groupings." .ments. 

This happened last year, when_ ... _ The 8~ says hardly a w9!i!il,about What the SL skirts around in 
Workers Vanguard-tool£-----ttp the---the poiItg;s ..QLLandaI!:Qls~en~ncen _kIlli;al slimy manner is that the "two ___.....NOSE COUNTING_ ____ _ 
struggle for the Brecht-Tracey clique, tratmg o~ go~slp~~olumn stuff about groupings" were a rotten bloc. The SL The 8L is left with nothing more 
expelled from the RSL for entrism. the R8L. reglme; A~though Landau prefers not to mention the open than apathetic, apolitic-al attaclCOh 
The 8L did handstands for this crew. has provlded the SL wlth ~t least some rejection of Trotsky by half the bloc, the RSL. Unable to deal with, the 
They hailed Brecht-Tracey's "princi- of the docume,;,ts of the fIg~t: the SL the claimed adherence to Trotsky by political issues, the SL counts noses: 
pled struggle" in the RSL, although J:~refull.y aVOlds, s~mma:lzmg hlS the other half, or the fact that these the loss of the Landau-Olsen group, 
no such thing ever occurred. They hid v~ewpo~nt, Olsen S vlewpo~t: or the two elements functioned in the RSL WV prophesies, puts the Lellgue
their political differences with Brecht- vlewpOl:nt of the RSL ma]onty. The and continue to function today as a "below a viable leveL" (This, from the 
Tracey, in h()pes~"oT "principled" reason IS that to do so woul~ m~ke single political group. The SL knows tendency which, during the Turner-El' 
unification. And they dishonestly crystal c.le~r ex~ctly ~ho was flghtmg full well that as the Olsen-Landau lens fight in 1968, shrank to some 
coyered for these cynisal entrists, for ~emmsm m thiS struggle-and resignation ststement puts it: "The 40-odd members and could not mari
attributing the problems in Brecht- that IS not Landau or Olsen. members of the Revolutionary Ten- age to. putout a publication.:fbH?a

dency .(sic!) differ among themselves year!) Cc·H·/Tracey's functioning to the R8L 
RIGHT·WINGSPLIT on this question"-the "analytical" Why is the SL reduced to such amajority_ 

The se kli6ws this; 8L spokesman (read irrelevant to Landau) question of state? Why has the SL been hysteri--
Now that Br~ch~-Trac:y have.con- George Crawford in Detroit character- whether capitalism actively fetters the. cally predicting the absolutely immin

cluded an' unpnnclpled mternatlOnal ized the resignations as "apparently a producttve forces in this epoch, or ent demise of the RSL for the past 
alliance ,with Michel V~ga's LIRQI, right-wing split_" Even Truth, which develops them on an ever-greater year and a- -half? Why is such an 
the SLs romance Wlt~ them haS-is not exactly in love with the RSL, scale. inordinate amount of the SL's limited 
e,;,ded_~o the M~;ch 14 Iss,:,e ,~f WV characterizes the Olsen-Landau group resources thrown into "combat" a
dIscovers tilat Truth Lle:; and as right-wing, anti-working class and SL "TACTICS" gainst our ~'rapidly disintegrating 
d~nounces.Bre.cht and Tracey for a anti-Communist. The SL,however, This conscious deceit is part of left-8hachtmanite sect?" 
histo!y .of enms.n:, maneu~er~sm and prefers to avoid this embarrassing another famous SL "tactic": the 8L is The reason: to coin a favorite 8L 
unprm.clpled po.litlcal functlOrung ..N~- truth. They give lip service to the fact trying to drive a wedge between the phrase, is "of course politicaL" What 
~urally, WV n;lther takes r~ponsl~ll- that the reasons for the split were "of two groupings in hopes of picking up the SL cannot tolera.te about the RSL 
Ity)or the flip-fl~p from ItS ear~er course political," but then spend their one of them. The explicit anti-Trotsky- is that the R8L stands to its left, and 
artl~les, nor credlts~the~ RSL "?th time on Landau's charges against the iSID_oUheOlsenites,_.however, may be systematically attacks. the 8L's op
havmg made all these charactenza- R8L of "substitution of' personat too much for the SL to swallow. If so, portunist capitulations to Zionism, 
tIons long ago. maneuver and backslapping for poli- they may prefer Landau's anti-work- integrationism,. trade union chauvin

tics ... abandonment of political de- ing class, liberal study .groupism-a ism, pacifism .and the like. WV prefers
NEW GARBAGE bate," etc_ ' feast fit only for Mensheviksr Landau's characterization of the SL as 

Now a second RSL minority has ,The best tlreSLor Landau can do is It is no accident that the SL 'never sectarian (which it has grown qqite 
provided a new garbage pail for the SL to try to back this up with stolen mentions Olsen's view that Trotsky's accustomed to over the years). The 
to -RlruL- in. l'IrO matter that this documents from December, 1973. analysis of the present epoch is RSL's exposure. of the SL as an 
minority resigned rather than figlitfor These documents inilicate-tllll1;;-a,),el\!' "utterly mechaniCld an-dwrollg;" This -opportums~ency IS too paiilfu[ --.- _____ CC' 

its views_ No matter that it was an and a half ago, the League recognizeilc is not merely because to do so would . The 8L may pick up some of the 
unprincipled bloc w.hich subordinated that the shortness of the faction fight make it hard to avoid characterizing pieces ()f the Olsen-Landau orbit, 
programmatic differences to a spur- in the IS and resultant lack of political Olsen as a.n open revisionist. More which is' already close to the SL on 
ious unity on "organizational. ques- consolidation of the League (particu- than that, Olsen's analysis of the fundamental issues~those who are 
tions," a la Shachtman-Burnham- larly around the Russian question), "cyclical ups and downs" of capital: willing to junk their state capitalist 
Abern. No matter that halfo! it meant that the internal life of the. ism, its alternating periods of expan- analysis for the big green pasture of 
denounced the League for sharing League was still too much dominated sion and crisis, is in substance similar the 81. This would merely confirm the 
Trotsky's methOd of analyzing the by informal methods and the interplay to the Spartacists' -a fact repeatedly RSL's analysis that the SL is moving 
epoch-of- imperialist decay while the of personal and semi-formed political brought out in the fa<::tional !!truggle_ rapidly to the right. 
other half tried to twist L~nin of the groupings. Olsen merely dispenses With the In order to shield its cadre from the 
F;:;";;;;~;;;;;;;;";;;;;';;;;;;";;";::i::=;;"::::;;~;;"='==========tI "orthodox" cover the 8L prefers_ The RSL's attacks and avoid taking up the 

8L, which ordinarily would be pleased political issues, the SL must continue 
to point to agreement with opponents to hide behind the .cover of its recentPermanent Revolution: of the R8L, is silent about this modest growth and. the projected 

because Olsen's open revisionism is death of the RSL. "If we just Wish
Black Liberation And' The American .Revolution too embarrassing. hard enough, just have enough faith, 


Turning to the Landau side of the maybe the RSL will vanish,'" hmm?
This pamphlet contains the resolution on black liberatio~passed by bloc, the 8L writes that its earliest Unfortunately for the SL, proletsrianthe RSL's founding convention and two supplementary resolutions_ document "has dug up some excellent politics is. riot a fairy tale. All the 

. Order from: Haymarket Books, 160 N_ Halsted, Chicago, III. 60606 Lenin quotes from the 1900-1902 wishing and posturing in the world 


periOd_" No one disputes Landau's will not remove the RSL fromihe S1's 
$.35 •.A TORCH PAMPHLET 	 library talents. The question is what path_ But then, wishing and posturing 

point are the "excellent quotes'" nev.er made a revolution either. 
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InfiatiOnHitsthe 

by Walter.Dahl 

. The economic criSis that is dragging 
world capitalism tOwards depression is 
notby-passmg the' state-capitalist, 
countries. Despite the "socialist" 
,bloc's claim to have overthrown 
capitalism, the Eastern European 
nations and the USSR are showing 
increasing signs of being infected with 
the same disease that afflicts the 
traditional form of capitalism, 

, One of these signs is the impact that 
the world-wide surge in raw materiala 
prices is having on the Eastern 
European nations. 

Although the Russian economy is 
nearly self-sufficient in raw materials, 
most of the i other Eastern European 
countries, are highly dependent on 
imports, both from the West and ITOm" 

-·-,-th€'B8S&,RecentIy,:--!ih~~J!s~a_n~ 
rulers-have made clear their intention 
of using this economic leverage to 
strengthen their imperialist domina

- tion over the region. 

OIL 

Oil is the outstanding example. 
Russia, the world's second largest 
producer after the U.S., has in the past 
sold oil to East Europe at prices set 
well in advance according to the 
state-capitalist Five-Year Plans. This 
arrangement was intended to lay the 

-basis for stable international planning 
within Comecon, the East European 
Council for Mutual Economic Assis
tance. Prices for goods traded between 
Comecon nations were determined by 
the world market prices over the 
previous five-year period. The current 
Five-Year Plan expires at the' end of. 

tliis year, and a large upward 
revision in oil prices has long been 
expected-to the advantage of the 
USSR. 

But Russia has already jumped the 
gun. An oil price increase of 131 per 
cent has been imposed on Hungary, as 
an indication of what is, expected 

,throughout East Europe; ,This hike 
was not based on the traditional 
five-year period of world market 

at equal Prices) had prevented a real 
rise in the workers' standard of living. 
The last straw was an open 20 per cent 
rise in food prices CQupled-with a new 
"incentive,wage scheme," anounced iIi 
December, 1970. Shipyard workers 
struck in protest and organized armed 
marches against the Party. After two 
months of strikes throughout the' 
country, the near-revolt was cooled by 
the ouster of the Gomulka leadership 
'and the promise of real wage gains to 
the most militant sections of the 
working class. 

The workers of East Europe have 
proved several times that there are 
limits to the cutbacks they will accept 
from their rulers. They will be put to 
the test once again, since the 
bureaucracies are now plagued by 
external price pressures in addition to 
t;he "-internal pressures that have 
constrained state capitalism from tl " 
start. 

Consumer goods ind~es tradi
-tionaIIy have the lowellt Iimity_under 
state capitalism since these countries 
are desperately trying to catch up to 
the advanced capitalism of the West 
by investing in the producers' goods 
industries rather than in consump
tion. The current (1971-75) Five-Year 
Plan in the USSR is a case study of 
this dynamic. It had been loudly 
publicized as the "Consumers' Plan"; 
revised priorities and trade with the 
West were supposed to finally bring 
the Russian workers up to a "West
ern" standard of living. But as with 
previous Plans, it became clear" by 
1973 that the consumer goods targets 
would not be 'reached. So the 1974 
goals for light industry were revis&! 
downwardcBut even.this.nJlW goalJ'\'l\s_ 
not achieved. Agricultural production 
fared worst of all, with a decline of 3.7 
per cent compared with 1973. At the 
same time, the" revised, targets for 
industrial production were overfulfil- . 
led, showing that the state-capitalist 
priorities had not changed at all. 

~, WORKERS COME LAST 

, ' ,, 

.: Another "' cause of state-C{ipitalist 
inflation is a fonn offictitious capit/!l, 
The ,s~te-:capitali~t .Plans are pre: 
sented. llL, two partS:", nraterial" and 
financial. Firiancial ;creditS for the-c 
equipment needed by industries are 
awarded by state banks to the 
enterprises requesting them according 
to the physical plan. even when the 
credits demanded exceed the planned 
cost. Thus there is a built-in tendency 

,for_,.the moneY-c.s.llpply to,e,ll:C!ltld,.Jhe 
actual value of goods produced. In' 
Poland,' for example, total loans 
outstanding, multiplied 6.7 times, 
while production multiplied 2.6 times 
in the decad,e from 1950 to 1960. The 
ratio has declined alittle since tlien, 
but it is still vast. 

The economic, reforms of the late 
1960's have somewhat reduced this 
tendency towards arbitrary expansion 
of money, but the increased trade with' 
the West has substituted external 
sources ofinflation. It is the combina
tion of both sourclJs that_ plagues 
Eastern Europe today. 

BUREAUCRACY DIVIDES 

The reforms of the 60's were favored 
by the liberal wing of the state-capital
ist bureaucracy. In addition to ex
panded trade with the West for 
modern machinery, the reforms, per
mitted each plant manager to exercise 

- Average AnnualGrowth Rate of NationaUnc{jii1~!d 

1951·55 ' 1956·60 1961·65 1966·70 

rates,'rhe' ~ 
avera.ge" 

of the national 
Comecon 

taken 

perfor· 

1971·75 

(planned) 

"detente" with the U.S. by cutting 

rivals'" 

off 
East-West trade. While' it lIistS; the 
detente offers the' imperilIist 
certain economic benefits1it'a timexof 
intensifying crisis. One rOCel1-t exaDiple 
reported by BuSiness Wee~wasa deal 
between Russian and Polish babks, on 
the one hand, and -theB§flkersTrust 
Company and the Chase Maphattlm 
Bank on the other, to' tifuIDce nickel 
mining in Yu~oslavia. ~ 

-FALLINGl'ROFIT. ' 

-Surging raw materials prices, shor
tages of consumer goods, chro,nic 
crisis in agriculture, conflict within the 
,bur~ucracy over econdnuc reforri1~
these are but the surface reflections of 
the underlying contradictions of these 
economies. The tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall is starkly visible in the 
traditional capitalist countries, in 'the 
form of severe shortages of' capital 
needed for productive investment. 
This law, the main economic reflection 
of the crisis-incapitalism,-can_.also be 
seen in the state-capitalist countries. 

First take growth 
following table' shows the 
yearly growth rates 
income for the various 
countries. (These figures are 
from their own official statistics and 
substantially- overstate -the 
mance of the economies.) 

Bulgaria 13.4 10.0 6.6 8.3 
, Czechoslovakia 8.0 6.8 1.9 7.1 
East Germany 11.8 5.0 3.4 5.3 
Hungary 6.4 7.2 4.5 6.3 
Poland 8.6 6.6 6.2 6.2 
Rumania 14.6 7.2 9.6 7.6 
_U.S.S.R. 11.4 9.1 6.5 7.8

100:-...;.----------__________-..:.. 
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prices. Instead, the Russians took-The compulsion to expand indus-'· . , 
advantage of the quadrupling, of oil trial, produc~on at the expense, of s?m:, mdeI?endent control over, his 
prices that followed the 1973 Mid-East consumptIOn IS not some whim of the fm,? s profits. The purpose was to 

. war. In addition, Comecon has an-bureaucrats. It is the result of the .r~dI;~ct the economy from "exten
_.== nou!lCed_j;)18f its intllm~ trade'" priceS' ~apita~~t drive to accumulate,~a drive, s~ve - ~owth bas~d on rapid expan
-- will now De, revalued annually instea(l'Dtensifiedin tluH3tattFGapitaIist-cmnr-- ~Ionof Il!dustry_u,,~the ex!:<)ss labor 

of every five years because of the 
rapidity of world' inflation. ThIS 
change will benefit~tlie USSR primar
ily, because of its monopoly of raw 
materials in the region. 

In the past year, the East European 
officials have resisted passing on the 
inflated import prices to consumers 
(although in Poland, food prices 
jumped eight per cent according to 
official statistics, and 30 per cent on 
the black market). The ruling Com
munist Parties are well aware of the 
dangers they face if they impose sharp 
consUmer price boosts. 

POLAND 

The Polish workllrs' uprisingS of the 
winter of 1970-71 were triggered by 
just such events. For a time, hidden 
price increases (black market increases 
and the substitution of shoddier goods 

tries because of their relative back
wardness. This tendency was analyzed 
by Marx a century ago ~nd it'still 
holds tl}le, for state capItalism as well 
as for j; traditional capitalism. {The 
theory that Western capitalism is 
geared towards t?e rapid expansion of 
con~umer goods IS a myth popularized' 
dunr;g the post-~ar boom of the 
~950 sand 60 s. This myth was turned 
mto d?gm~ by ~~merous bourgeois 
apolOgISts m ad?ition to "Marxists" 
like Joseph Stalin and the Spartacist 
League.) 
. Consumer goods are therefore invar. 
Iably underproduced in Eastern 
Eutope, and this is a constant soutce 
of inflation. Whether it emerges in 
official form or only in the "hidden'~ 
forms mentioned above depends on 
the bureaucrats' assessment of their 
political options. But the inflationary 
pressure is always there. 

mm the countrYSIde, to ,rintensive" 
growth base.d. on greater efficiency 
and prodUCtiVIty. The re~orms. were 
opposed by the con~ervatlve wmg of 
~he bureau~racy, WhICh feared remov
mg econom.Icpowerfrom the hands of 
the centralized apparatus. 

Of: all the countries in the Russian 
bloc, Hungary has gone furthest with 
economic reforms; to the extent that 
the monopoly of foreign trade broke 
down and individual firms' were 
authorized to trade with the West. The 
Hungarian Party Congress meeting in 
March was expected to take a 
conservative turn under the pressure 
of Russia's "oil weapon." Although 
some of the liberala' steps have been 
reversed and a few of the leading 
liberal.bureaucrats have been ousted 
it is significant that the Russians did 
not i?sist on a thorough change. The 
RUSSIans are unwilling to risk their 

This table shows a general decline in 

growth rates from the time of the first 

post-war Five Year Plans to the 

present. The results of the current 


,plan are, not all knoW!, QutJlven the 
planne~ figures iwitlioneexceptlonr~-~
are deSIgned to maintain the current 
decline. And it is generally known that 

"the el\rly years of the current plan did 

not even reach the targeted figures 

while the later years are bound to b~ 

affected by the developing world 

crisi~. Since the function of capitalist 

profIts IS to serve for reinvestment and 

capital accumulation, growth rates' 


"	tend to reflect the profit rate. The 
persistent decline in the growth rate bf 
the R~ssian and East European 
economIes thus reflects the falling rate 
of profit. 

PRODUCTIVITY CRISIS 

Another maniIestation of the ten
dency of the rate of profit to fall is the 
recurring crises of productivity that 
periodically afflicts capitalist econ
omies. One meansto offset the falling 
tendency of the rate of profit is to 



increase the rate of exploitation of explains much of the Russian desire tion ilf A 

labor (which is roughly analogous to for detente and tr~aewith the West. . .and uropean f,; 
labor. p~u~ti~ty). IFtlie rate of TM development 'of the Russian' ;in the raw of gt\)w us9l.hll,jcl;>D.om1es; ~or-'2Ijnamtenance -a~ - 
explOltation If! ~creased, the massofeconomy~b~~ .based to a largE! ~.J>or forc~ has. und~cut;:;the :'~adi~ exp.!111sio!l~ of i~P?"N '~cl{, •• , 

· prof?tsproduc~lf;l,augmentedandthe. .. degree on "extensive" methods, in .•tional.SoVIet growth~tnoall"andh~s' tnalt'es tIies~ . e!l,llllslffgJy,' 

fall m the profi~,rate can be checked, at particular on a rapid expansion of the forclld; the •. burea,ucr~cy~ to 100k',Jor '., .pr?ne to:. the. ,tra ... ion' ' • f 

least temporarily. 'Hence t~e constant labor force and the re-investment of a o~r.iIi'eans~~ilf~~se,Pkiuct1~~y';;;"capitalis~~crisis.:~In\t~e·, 

?rive on the part of the capitalists to high percentage ofihe national income They, nowcseeK ~ mcri!/lse productiv- escapetheJrymg.~pa .... • 

mcrease labor productivity and their . in capital goods. In effect, the ruthless ity more by: .' introducing the .latest contradictions, .. ,the. s .,..'. pitaljst 

cOlicern when such productivity lags. . exploiJ;Rtion of a rapTdly growing labor t;echnologieal developfuents in place Ilf . bourgeoisies merelY":~pPse,,}tJ{~, 


.The state-capitalist economies are force' working long . hours for low substl1ntial increases in the volume of selves further to the firesf1'l1,the'world ' 

by no means tree from'this dynamic. wages was used ' ro,.:finance '.the .invllstment. . " . . " '. . market, . 'c. f)\~ ';~r~~~* 


" In fact, the Rus!!ian economy has been construction of Russia's industrial The result" has lieen' to tie. the . The state-capitali§f","p'Olfrgeoi!J'ie, 
plagued with lagging productivity base. Russian and Eastern European econ- subject to the samell:"vs:Qt(;!ipita.lism 
since the late 1950's. According to But there are definite limits to the omies closer to the rest of world as the West, ~n.not !lvoidtI1ii cOining 
Abram Bergson (as cited in Business ability of "extensive" methods to raise capitalism and to maJre them increas- internationalcollapse--a.nci"tile con
Week of April 4, 1975), "factor productivity. After a poirit, poorly- ingly vulr)erable to the contradictions frontation withtheprble-tariabthiit 
productivity"-GNP produced per paid workers,\xhausted from working of the wol1'ld market. Since the.Russian will' inevitably"'be f6r,c~a'1'~on tilhe 
combined unit of labor and capital- in long hours become less productive, not economy bas always been incapable of bureaucracies that try'~, to 
theUSSRgrew at only 0.7 per centper more, despite the application .0{.morEL generating itsown technological ad- economic stagnation. lIt 
year between 1958 and 1967 after machinery to the production process. vances;'-the Rffssiliii"oureaucrafs are'" anoUier, lneRussian"tnd 
growing byl.7 per cent yearly from (In fact, such highly oppressed forced to import more and more pean workers will make tH . ....., e 
1950 to 1958. (While "factor produc- workers are often incapable of operat-advanceo machines' and processes felt. The disis will only be oo;lby 
tivity" involves more than labor ing such machinery.) In Russia this from the West. A t a time of high the revolutionary proletariat rising to 
productivity, a decline in the former was one of the factors that prompted inflation in the latt;Jlr, the increased the task ofoverthrowin15capitalisJl:j in 
will' almost invariably reflect a decline the moves toward "liberalization" and imports aggravate MIte internal pres- all its forms and taking"hoUf4 of 
in the fatter.)' increasing the production of co.nsumer sures toward inflation. production in the name of tlie 

While this tendency abated during goods on the part of Stalin's'succes- This will mean either: 1) curtailing' emancipation of the working class and 
the late 1960's, it has re-emerged in sors. of the importation of advanced capital all mankind. 

· force dfiring'tl1e-1970' s.-4.ccordin~to 
Rrrssian reports, in the first four years ' A:f' , . 

~~~~; ~~~::n;lla~e~n~~~~ri~:;!~ CP BA,¥S AN·TI..COMMUNISM 
with a_goal_of, 29 .. per...cent_lIt!a.. r---------~!!L...--'.--------~-------~-----",.....----'----_,
construction productivity rose 22.6 In keeping with its policy of painting progressive Van Arsdale leadership of the AFL·CIO. 
per cent compared with a plan target sounding union bureaucrats in bright red colors, the Metro The CP has again exposed itself as the most consistent
of 28.5 per cent. This trend toward (see "Defend Outlaw," p. 16) supporters olthe Communist apologist for the liberal wing of the bourgeoisie" whose 
lagging productivity and the conse Party voted in favor of Biller's anti·communist agents "break" with the Meanys and Shankers ol'ly to 
quent drive of the Russian bourgeoisie p.mendments. head ofrthe workers' struggle and pave' the way for the 
to increase the exploitation of the defeat of the working class. In microcosm the CP's policy in 
working class is rooted in exactly the The reason? One sympathizer of tbe CP explaineCl that Metro duplicates its international "role-practiced with 
same dynami<: that motivates 'the while Biller indeed was a class ,collaborationist hack who disastrous results from Chile to Kurdistan -of sabotaging
speed-up and productivity drives in time and again has sold out postal workers, he nevertheless the struggle of the workers in order to placate thi.liberal
the traditional capitalist countries. represented a break with the Neanderthal Meany-Shanker, capitalists and their trade union lackeys.'," "",

The Russian pro~ctivity crisis J.. 

{-,'_:;.:I:t <'7i1~' 
fact that imperialism is the highe.s.t qangerof being e»pelled by tl!.e RU,,' 
stage of capitalism! Therefore, it is not 'Ieaderiihlp! -Billet· 'attadli:!(:2'Ontlaw' 
explicitly revolutionary. Instead, it because their militancy jeopardizes his 

caters to the day to day moods of the outright sellouts; the RU attacks the 


Cont'd. from p. 16 strugglestrateg)'. masses, instead of tyihg these to the , Rsi' because our revolutionary per

Postal Service, it will be a defeat for all More than "More!" is needed. This revolutionary struggle.' 

DEfEND OUTLAWl 
spectives threaten to expose their 
reformist betrayals. _postal workers, Attacks on others will reformist slogan conveniently avoias This is a two-stage method. Today, 

Outlaw is planning to bring anfollow.... Let there be no doubt that the need to pose a unified struggle Outlaw sums up immediate needs and 
injunction against Biller for manipula- . Biller . is beginning a reactionary against the capitalist offensive, and fights only' for them ("More!").

Tomorrow, it will worry about the ting the vote at .the April 16 meeting. mobilization.... Eve~-P..O worker does not point to the. roots of the d . I . 
In other words, the RU is asking themust rally to Outlaw's defense." attack being the capitalist system nee to orgamze on a revo utlOnary 
bourgeois courts, the legal arm of theIf the red-baiting campaign against itself. But this is in keeping.with the basis. Today, reforms. Revolutionary 
.state power, to intervene in internalOutlaw succeeds, the way will be RU's general practice. The RU leadership? That's for later. Or, as the 
union affairs. ~iller must be dealtopened for purging -every left-wing attempts' to pull the wool over' RU - says: "A minimum program, 
with,but by the workers themselves, opponent of Biller. Biller will gain workers' eyes, to convince them that short of the dictatorship of the 
not by the bourgeois state. The stateself-confidence in his' ability to disci- it's really not nec(jssary to organize on proletariat, provides the basis at this 
is looking fQr exactly such oppo.rtun.. plinethe.ranks, having a free hand to a re'v9lutionary .basis today. For now, ;!:~,!or the struggle against imperial
ities to appear as the "friend" of the 

. ~mas~ any po~~tial hnucleus fhor some~hing less wil~ do: . . Without the conscious struggle for rank and file, precisely in order to tieorgamzed. OppOSItIOn. T erefore, t e We m the RU definItely believe .that a I f I d hi 'th t 

attack on Outlaw is an,attaclr~on' t.he high level organization i.s necessary to r~vo u I~nary lea:;;; Pt' WI ~u. t the unions more closely to the state 


and to the bourgeoisie. By going to thefight against-the-BiHedeadershipo. _aIie'lh<H'Cvolutie~BuH\<hat..i&- ~c.ass~ rugg eo ., rna Ive .. cear y

B hil 0 tI . ha tt ted needed in the PO at this time is a stated, the workmg class wIlt never be courts, the RO supporters m' Outlaw 


ut w e u a~. s a ra~ broad\jlased group that is open to 8l.y ready; Its struggle will becontinually only help spread the .illusions that 

many <;>~ the most poli~cal1y CO~SCIO.us posta!~worke': who wants to fight the co-opted and.sold out by left-sounding workers cannot fight in their, own 

and ,mIlitant workers mthe I,lm<;>t;, ItS bossesr and sees that as part of a - bureaucrats who arealsp for "More!" self-interest and that the "neutral" 

RU-Imposed. program .of militant broader figbt. . (wasn't Gompers?) or by the RU itself, state can be relied upon. 

reformI~m IS no substItute for a Or,,!s the November, 1974 issue of which will "compromise" when it sees While opposing Outlaw's reformist 

revolutIOnary strategy to defend post- Outlaw' stated: itself capable of winning more influ- approach, all militants must stand 'in 

al workers today. Outlaw is not a communist organiza- ence. solidarity with Outlaw against Biller's 

Outlaw is the RU's model for trade tion..Ou~law is an anti ..... perialist anti-communist campaign. This red
. k' 'd"t d t te th orgamz&tioD of postal workers. We are COPS OF THE .LEFT 

umon wor ,an 1. emons ra S e united around onr day to day struggles baiting will appear in union after' 

RU's Opportunist practice. What d?Cs and the understanding that onr inter- By saying that workers aren't ready union as the bureaucrats attempt to 

the RU focus on for the upcommg ests lay with alI other workers and to struggle' OIl a revolutionary basis eliminate all opposition to their 

contract? It calls for "More!". How against the ruling class of big bnsiness today" the RU places itself in the complicity in the bourgeois attacks of 

much more? How can it be achIeved? and their poHtical front men. position'of'attempting to contain the unemployment" inflation and speed 

What about taxing the banks and Outlaw certainly is not a cOlnplUnist class struggle at a reforlnist leveL Just -up. We call for a united .campaign to 

co.rporationS? . What about national- orgaDlZ.·stion. But what is an "a~~~im as Biller attacks them,so must the RU DEFEND OUTLAW! ~, 


ization of USPS under workers' perialist organization?" Onwha,"~sis operate like the policemen of the left At the same time, a revolutionary 

control? Outlaw's RU-oriented leader~ does· it go about. its work? iBy against revolutionaries who will not alternative to Biller must be built, and; 

ship dOes not say.' Instead it-replies "summing up" day today needs. accept bourgeOis limits. This is wliy it will not be built around the RU's 


· "More!", a slogan popularized n~ly Search high imdlow, and you will fm.d the RU has launched a campaign of militant reformism. In the riext issue 
a century ago by the noton.ou,s nothing more from the RU. Outlaw IS physical harassment against the Revo of The Torch we will put forward the 
class-collaborationist Samuel Gom- explicitly anti-imperialist, but not lutiQnalW Socialist League. .That is program and strategy necessJiry for 
pers as his way out of posing a class explicitly anti-capitalist, despite the why the RSL in Outlaw is now, in the current contract struggle. 
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tal'ersUnder'-Atta 

ND ·'OUTLAW'! 
by, Mary IWb.in80n 	 form of the Kokomo Plan (sharply threat of wide-spread opposition to the of the Government of the l,Tmted 

increasing the load on carriers), new contract looms. Therefore, Biller States of ' America.;' NEW YORK-On- April 16; the 
slashed hours for "substitutes" (10 must attempt to chop offany group to Biller now has the "constitutional"Metro Area Postal Union (New York 
per cent of the work force), 	and the the left of him, since they might be right to' eX1z£peiS opponents onarea local of the American Postal 

Workers Umon) meeting erupted into 	 introduction of mechanical mark-up. potential centers for organizing oppos political groun, d , uSin,~. thes.e vicious 
All of these lay the basis for increased ition to the contract. anti-commumst amendments. Arousa chair-throwing, fist-swinging con
reduction of the postal work force- This is the purpose of the new ing a witch-h t atmosphere,' Biller'frontstion between President Moe 
through attrition, closing up one of the constitutional amendments..I~ partic hopes, will bot enable him to shift theBiller's goon squad and an angry vocal 
few areas of potential employment in ular, tney are iIritnedia:tely anned at ranks' attentionaway,from'his~utopposition to the Biller machine. As 
the staggering economy. attacking Outlaw, a caucus heavily on the contract while allowing hllJ!!to the July 20 contract expiration date 

In an attempt .to fool the ranks, 	 cployees of the post
Biller's paper, Union Mail, says, "The 	 al service which 
revised Constitution positively puts 	 shall each be entit 
the rank and file membership' 	 led to elect and be 
FIRST!" Despite Biller's blatant lies 	 represented by a 
to the--contrary, the central thrust of 	 steward," 

the amendments is to place aU-levels of 	 Militant New York area postal workers mobilize against bureaucracy's attack on ranks. Local President This amendment 
union membership directly in his 	 Moe Biller's constitutional amendments are designed to crush all CUJTellt and future opposition to is designed to re-
hands, Those stewards who 	demon· Biller', rotten sell..,ut leadership. move Kenny Leiner 
strate their oppositiqri to Biller's class- Biller's job is to sell a rotten influenced by the Maoist Revolution· as union director at the N.J. Bulk 
collaborationist policies can expect ~o 	 contract to the ranks, and to keep ary Union !RU). Because Outlaw is Cent8f by increasing those voting to 
~~Il~~ip~~h~!e~h~~~Js~sit~~~:)!y !i~ 	 them in line b.etween contrads. But the largest orgamzed opposition to include more conservative work areas. 
Provide the constitutional cover. 	 New York postal workers are afuong Biller's sell·out policy, and because it AJ;ntde union militant and supporter 

the'most militant elements 	 in .this is gairung influence as the contract of Outlaw, Leiner represents a volatile 
am~~d~:n~Pr;tid16n:ee:!~gth~~:~~ 	 country, It was New York area nears, Biller must attempt to crush it. section of postal workers. By changing 
thirds majority required to carry. 	 workers who sparked 1970's national those voting on directors, Biller can 
Biller bureaucratically ruled that they 	 postal strike, the first major strike FALSE UNITY effectively manipulate elections to 
had passed. When faced with calls to 	 a,gamst !he U.~. govern.:nent an~ the Biller frames his attacks under the these critical posts, remove Leiner 
divide the house, he abruptly ad-	 first natIOnal WIldca~ strike. PreCisely guise of unity, arguing ':the negotia- ~thout the. direct intervention of th~ 
'oumed the meeting and sent his goon _because the 1970 strik~ unleash~ the tion process demands th~utmost I!1~er machlJle and behead an OPPOSI

squad to attack the vocal opposition.-~Wet and potentIal of a Im.tIOlf~ uruty_ Detween rank and file and its--unn movementftom ~ilFCenter", 
The confrontation demonstrated mobllizat'l'oD: of w:,rkers (and sIgmfl-negotiators, so that management is In an official Metro News Flash of 

that a growing and now substantial 	 ~ntly one m which black rank and confronted with the strongest team April 17, Biller called supporters of 
number of New York postal workers 	 filers played a central role), t~aYthe union can put into the collective Outlaw "management stooges," 
have lost their illusions about Moe 	 IK;'stal wor~ers enter the co.ntract fight bargaiiIing field" (Union Mail, March, "cromc malconte.nts," "union bust

" " ill h b WIth anmcreased confidence and 	 "Bille hBiller. For some tune, B er. as een d te . t' t h Id th Ii . t 1975). 	 ers. r as escalated the cam-
able ,to confuse the ranks and diffuse e rmma IO~ 0 0 . e ne agams But Biller's unity talk is a cover for paignagainst Outlaw with the follow
milltancy through "left" rhe'toric and managements offenSIve. his capitulations and an excuse for his ing, "The Metro membership has 
an undeserved reputation for mill- COLLISION COURSE attacks against the left. Article 16, declared "OUT WITH OUTLAW!" 
tancy. He is typical of an emerging 	 Section 1 of Biller's amendments All postal .workers must rally to 
layer of bureaucrats, likeEdSadlow- These attitudes are on a collision threatens workers with .probation, DEFEND OUTLAW from Biller's 
ski in steel (see "Sadlowski: Reformist 	 course with the capitalist offensive. suspension or expulsion if they .are attacks. 
Roadblock to Steelworkers' Struggle" 	 This is where Biller comes in. Biller found: 1) "engaging in a movement The campaign against Outlaw be
in this issue), who seek to channel the 	 raises radical demands, such as which has for its purpose the fostering gan last June. At that time the Torch 
growing anger of 'the ranks through 	 cutting the work week to 28 hours of a rival organization"; 2) "engaging Postal Bulletin, published by the 
co-optive gestures. 	 with no reduction in pay. Through in conduct harmful to the union, Revolutionary Socialist League, 

This is partictilarly necessary in the v.;rbal opposition to right-wing na- damaging the union's capacity to warned of a mounting campaign 
postal union. The brutal, capitalist· tional APWU President Filby, he 4as properly represent and service its against Outlaw'and pointed the way to 

coffensive, spearheaded by mounting -acquired a reputation of being "mill- members or otherwise adverSely af- fight Biller's reactionary mobilization. 
layoffs and speed-up schemes, is I tant." fecting the Union to civil liability" ; or The Torch Postal Bulletin said, "If 
hitting postal workers especially hard. But as -the attacks on postal 3) "joining or lending active support Biller succeeds in mobilizing the most 
The attempt to "rationalize" the workers proceed, Biller's failure to put to any organization or movement reactionary elements in the union to 
"semi-public" U.S. Postal Service to forward a way of resisting the USPS whose purpose and objectives are drive' Outlaw out of 'Metro or the 
bolster profits has already taken the 	 offensive has tarnished his image, The contrary to the fundamental principles Coned. p. 15 

approaches, the Biller leadership is 
moving to consolidate its position over 
the ranks, A record turnout of almost 
1,500 workers at this meeting fore
shadows the growing restiveness and 
combativity of N.Y. area postal 
workers. -
-13i1lerancf£liitlvtefro leaootlhip"have 

proposed a series of constitutional 
amendments that are designed to strip 
away the ranks' ability to controJthwr_ 
leaders, Until now stewards have 
elected by workers in their station, 
division, section or tour. This control 
over stewards, however, has been 
thrown into jeopardy by the Biller
backed amendments. Article 11, Sec
tion 9 states: "The President may 
remove any steward for just cause." 
l\iow the president, not the ranks. will 
determine who remains steward and 
who doesn't! 

"JUST CAUSE" 

root out the organ
ized oppositon, es
pecially Outlaw. 

But this is not 
enough. Biller 
knows that the New 
Jersey Bulk facility 
poses the greatesC 
threat to the a ccep
tance of a sellout 
contract. When 
USPS tried to 
change the work 
shifts at the Bulk, 
workers responded 
immediately with a 
s trike. Article 11. 
S~ction 4 is a direct 
attack on the union 
leadership at the 
Bulk facility. This 
amendment gives 
the president the 
right to "designate 
those units of em


